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Black hair guy liked at Library: cutie with the
black hat at the tables in the libary I saw you looking
over so next time take your hat off so we can see
those eyes — Feb. 13
Blonde girl liked at Other: Ah volleyball girl, we
lock eyes every time I’m in the gym. Unfortunately,
I’m too much of a pansy to tell you how beautiful you
are — Feb. 10
Brunette girl liked at Other: long brown wavy
hair, bright orange arc’teryx jacket sitting with a guy
at wyckham today. I couldn’t eat, only stare. Keep
smiling. — Feb. 8

2012 PROVINCIAL BUDGET

New library not in the balance books
We’re still pushing for it, says MRU president

Rachael Frey
News Editor

Alberta’s provincial budget for
2012 is here and it contains both
good and bad news for Mount
Royal University.
The ruling party released a preelection budget on Feb. 9, which
included what they called “predictable funding” for the education system. However, it doesn’t
appear the Tories plan on coughing up the cash needed to proceed
with the university’s plan to build
a state-of-the-art library.
MRU president David Docherty
has made library improvements
a priority since arriving last year,
but the new budget has slowed
the flow of funds to capital infrastructure building, leaving little
room for new projects.
Translation: MRU’s library expansion is on hold for now.
“It’s disappointing, but the debate still isn’t over as far as we’re
concerned and we’ll continue to
press for that,” Docherty said. “It’s
still my number one priority, and I
will fight until we get the library.”
He said conversations with
ministers have indicated the mon-

What
other
parties are
saying:

ey for such projects might free up clear” from institutions they need
sooner rather than later, and the long-term, sustainable funding.
library won’t be forgotten though
Alberta will also “continue to
the school may end up having to provide more money in scholargo ahead with other improve- ships to deserving students than
ments first.
all other provinces combined,
However, the budget also in- with 37,500 students sharing
cluded some relief for Alberta’s more than $71 million,” accordpost-secondary instiing to a Conservative
tutions. The highlight
news release.
of the $2.9 billion adWeadick said he
vanced education budconsiders the budget
get was a two per cent
to be very realistic and
increase in funding per
the province’s revenue
year for the next three
stream will be stable
years.
over the next few
Docherty said the
Greg Weadick years. He added that
promise of stable fund- Alberta’s Minister of schools know what
ing was helpful be- Advanced Education they’re going to get
cause they’ll be able to
and can rely on it to
start planning up to two years in plan for the future.
advance for the first time in years.
The Alberta Liberal party has
“We will have some difficult de- also released their election platcisions to make,” Docherty said. form, which calls for eventual
“I must say in the first year it’ll be elimination of post-secondary
not quite as bad and knowing that tuition. The plan involves first
we’ve got three years of funding capping tuition so it can’t rise
at two per cent, it’ll allow us some any higher, then establishing a
time to start to plan.”
fund that would reduce tuition
Alberta’s Minister of Advanced and slowly bring it to zero.
Education and Technology, Greg
Weadick said such a plan would
Weadick, said the funding was cost taxpayers in excess of a bilin response to hearing “loud and lion dollars, and he believes the

current system, with the taxpayer
covering 75-80 per cent of education costs and the student paying
20-25 per cent, is fair and reasonable.
“I do not support that in any
way,” Weadick said. “To tell you
the honest truth, from what I
hear from students they also believe that they should have some
skin in the game when it comes to
their education.
“(Education is) extremely important to students and they’re
prepared to invest in it.”
However, Weadick said the
Liberal plan to forgive student
loans for people who remain in
Alberta to work after graduation
has some merit.
“We may see that something
for retention could be looked at
in the future,” he said. “You know
what? That may be an idea that is
worth having a look at.”
In fact, the government announced on Feb. 13 that they will
provide a $1,000 retention grant
to students who remain in Alberta
for three years after graduation,
but only if they are working in
“essential occupations,” to be defined at a later date.

Alberta
Liberal Party

Wildrose
Caucus

Alberta
Party

The PCs are hiding behind
a “coward’s budget.” The
predictions for a 20 per
cent increase in revenue are
unrealistic, and it does not
include the progressive tax
and rise in corporate tax
that are needed to address
Alberta’s structural deficit.
Today’s bills should be paid
with today’s taxes rather
than “stealing from future
generations.”

It’s an “Alison in
Wonderland” budget with
revenue predictions that
are “nothing short of fiction and given the world
debt crisis, incredibly
irresponsible.” Redford is
risking financial ruin for
Alberta. The government
will surely raise taxes, but
we won’t know how much
until after the election.
Wildrose is the only party
against any new or increased taxes.
(Source: Wildrose
Caucus release)

Alberta’s budgeting process
needs to be brought into
the 21st century. The government and other parties
have a listening problem.
They “show the pretense of
listening, but lack the courage to do what Albertans
tell them.” Albertans want a
voice in where we’re going,
and know the province isn’t
living up to it’s potential.

(Source: Alberta
Liberal Party release)

(Source: Alberta
Party release)

newseditor@TheReflector.ca
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T

he Calgary Public
Library reached
a record circulation
number in 2011 — 17
million items were
borrowed, including
322,000 e-book loans.
That’s over a half-million
more than the previous
year, and means Calgary
has the sixth busiest
library system in North
America behind Toronto,
three New York City
boroughs, and Los
Angeles.

P

In loan support for over 53,000 students

reliminary statistics
released by the
Calgary Police Service
show that crime was
reduced in almost
every category last
year. Calgary saw fewer
homicides, sex assaults,
robberies, thefts and
home invasions in 2011
than in the previous
year.

Invested in Alberta’s research, innovation
and technology commercialization

S

Budget by the numbers
$2,900,000,000:
$274,000,000:
$275,000,000:
$200,000,000:
$71,000,000:
2%:

NEWS EDITOR:
Rachael Frey

Allocated in Tory’s pre-election budget for
Advanced Education and Technology

Set aside for scholarships, grants and
debt-management tools
Worth of scholarship funding for 37,500
students
Increase in operating grants each of the
next three years
Source: budget2012.alberta.ca

tudents Offering
Support (SOS), an
international charitable
organization aimed
at building houses
in Central and South
America, is working
to start a chapter at
MRU. SOS offers exam
review sessions for a
$20 donation, and all
proceeds go towards
funding sustainable
development projects.
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Your Students' Association

Your Students’ Association:
We create change through advocacy

samruBuzz
samruBuzz
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CAMPUS POLITICS

Memorial march at MRU

Melnyk’s
departure
remains
unexplained
Photo: Bryan Weismiller

The Memorial March for Missing and Murdered Women, Calgary branch honoured southern Alberta women on Feb. 14 at Mount Royal University. It is held on Valentine’s Day to
remember those women and to call for justice for their deaths and disappearances.

Students left wondering
what happened
love this job, but I’m just at that
point where I’ve given so much
of myself that I’m very much
The reason behind Meghan burnt out.”
Melnyk’s resignation is being
On Jan. 31, SAMRU released
kept under wraps after she left a statement announcing
her post as president of the Melnyk had stepped down folStudents’ Association of Mount lowing the first of two periodic
Royal University weeks ago.
reviews conducted by Students’
Citing legal responsibilities, Council.
the Students’ Association has
“The review identified sevremained tight-lipped as an in- eral potential anomalies and
vestigation continues. However, policy compliance issues for
some are calling for more an- which Council was unable to
swers.
receive a satisfactory explana“She’s an elected off i- tion within a reasonable time
cial,” said Kyle
frame,” the release
MacQuarrie, who
reads. “Council did
ran against Melnyk
not have sufficient
in the 2011 SAMRU
confidence that its
election. “It was the
highest standards had
student body who
been applied.”
elected her and put
The presidential reher into that posisponsibilities will now
tion. Somebody
be split amongst the
Meghan Melnyk
should be making a
three vice-presidents
Former SA
statement explainon t he Executive
president
ing why she was reCommittee until the
moved.”
next council takes
“If people aren’t talking what over on May 15. Dennis said
are they hiding?” he continued. the group is now coping with
“This screams cover-up to me.” an increased workload.
Michelle Dennis, Students’
“There’s now three of us doAssociation VP external, de- ing four people’s jobs,” she said
clined multiple requests for fur- in a phone interview. “We’re
ther details. “We cannot share doing as much as we can and
personnel information legally,” trying to manage the workload.
she said.
It’s unfortunate, but it was her
Meanwhile, Melnyk has also choice.”
declined to address the reason
Mount Royal president David
behind her resignation. “I am Docherty said the univermoving on to other opportu- sity offered its support to the
nities and wish my colleagues Students’ Association, though
the best of luck,” she wrote in officials indicated SAMRU is
an email to The Reflector on Feb. doing well. Docherty added the
1. Melnyk has not returned sev- university would only intervene
eral requests for more informa- if the matter were to impact the
tion. Multiple attempts to reach institution’s credibility.
her have been made through
“They’re a separate orgaphone, email and Twitter.
nization,” he said. “They will
However, in a previous inter- deal with this. I don’t know the
view on Jan. 13, Melnyk sug- details and I haven’t asked for
gested the demands of her role the details because it is the stuwere putting her under stress. dents’ association.
“People have asked me if I’m
“It’s presumably up to sturunning again, but I can’t. I’m dents to ask.”
so tired,” she said. “I mean, I

Bryan Weismiller
Publishing Editor

MENTAL HEALTH

Depression treatment
goes online
New project to tackle university’s No. 1
health issue as reported in 2010 NCHA
Lindsay Douglas
Staff Writer

Depression often gets written off
as just a part of life or something
you have to get through on your
own, but it doesn’t have to be
that way.
Dawne Clark, a professor
in Child and Youth Studies at
Mount Royal University, said
depression is a critical issue for
students.
“(Depression) was the number one thing that Mount Royal
students indicated in terms of
health and well-being that was
a concern for them,” she said,
referring to the 2010 National
College Health Assessment,
which elicited 1334 responses
from MRU students.
Of the respondents, 10.6 per
cent reported feeling depressed
within 12 months of taking the
survey. Mount Royal reported a
higher level of depression when
compared to 9.7 per cent of the
test group of 95,712 students
from 139 schools.
Clark said it’s not necessarily
that Mount Royal students are
more depressed than University
of Calgary or SAIT students, but
that “it’s a really difficult time of

life. It’s just hard being a young
person.”
That’s why the LEAP Project
was started.
The project comes from a team
of health care professionals, educational experts and evaluation
specialists, including Clark, who
wanted to look at new ways to
help young people overcome depression.
It’s led by Sabine Moritz,
director of research at the
Canadian Institute of Natural
and Integrative Medicine.
Moritz described the project as
an online depression program for
young people where they could
engage in a variety of self-paced
activities for 2.5 hours a week
over an eight-week period.
“It provides tools to foster
self-acceptance, handle change
and adversity, discover purpose
and nurture personal growth,”
Moritz said.
The online program is a form
of treatment that allows the
receiver to overcome their depression from the comfort of
their home, a far cry from the
sometimes intimidating hospital setting. Clark said students
professed a need for the program
during early testing.

“The students said, ‘We really
need this. This is something that
we can go home and sit in our
own room and we can do this all
by ourselves. Nobody else needs
to know that we’re feeling this
way or that we’ve reached out
to try and get some help,’” Clark
said.
“It makes it a safe thing to do
because you don’t have to let everybody know you’re doing it.”
Both Moritz and Clark said
their main aim is to get more
students and young people to
try the project, including Mount
Royal students.
“We’re trying to get more students to do the pilot, so that we
can get more comprehensive
feedback,” she said.
Clark also hopes to hold a
depression screening at Mount
Royal, likely in March. “We’ll actually have medical personnel to
talk to them and do a little bit of
a screening,” she said.
The LEAP Project is currently
being tested in Calgary with
young people aged 13 to 24 years
old. Mount Royal students interested in finding out more about
the free study can go to leapproject.com.

ity requirement to be on the
left that most at that end of the
value spectrum find wanting at
Conservative events and with
conservative political parties
generally.
But it’s mostly because
Conservatives, the first to question everyone else’s values and
the last to question their own,
have so completely chilled the

discourse environment in this
country that no one, especially
in Alberta, dares much say anything against the ruling regime,
reminding me of a saying the
Germans have: Nur tote Fische
schwimmen mit dem Strom —
only dead fish swim with the
current.
Fish and chips, anyone?
— Mark Wolfe, PhD

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
In response to “No riots when
Kenney visits MRU” published on
Feb. 2:
I may vomit. Kenney asks where
the left is at MRU. Short answer:
it’s left the building. Thanks, in
large part, not because conservative values are held by “most
people,” as the jolly Minister arrogantly suggests, but because
there’s a vision and human-

should be making
“Somebody
a statement explaining
why she was removed ”
.

— Kyle MacQuarrie
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Letters to the editor
Editors’ note:
All members of Mount Royal University have a
voice in the campus publication. With that in
mind, two pages have been designated in this issue for letters because of the overwhelming response following the previous two publications.
We stand by the editorial decisions made by student
editors who determine what goes in the newspaper.
We’ve done our best to honour and respect the readership’s feedback by publishing as many letters as
possible without having to edit or condense them.
The rest are available at TheReflector.ca.
Although many of these letters contain highly subjective material, it’s the authors’ right
to be heard and we fully support their voice.
Anyone interested in talking more about how
editorial decisions are made is strongly encouraged to come down to The Reflector office in
the Wyckham House basement (Room Z002).
Also, please see the staff editorial on page eight for
a more detailed response regarding this matter.
Thanks,
— The Reflector staff
February 7, 2012
To D av i d D o c h e r t y,
President of Mount Royal
University, Judy Collins,
MRU Ombudsman, Jeff
Goldberg, Dean of Science,
and the editors and staff of
The Reflector:
The recent publications of
January 19th and February
2nd, concerning the cover
pages of a white female mouth
swallowing a banana, and the
degrading nature in which the
photo of a white female blonde
posing with cariacture clothing
cut-outs, or even more abhorrant is the offensive article and
vulgarity presented by Vanessa
Gillard regarding the sex survey, “An Overview of Love’s
Underview,” is grounds to cause
an outcry from any person with
a sense of moral decency and a
shred of respect for women.
Let’s first consider the images
themselves and then analyze
the content therein.
The January 19th image of
the blonde “Barbie-like” female
is an analogous to the toy doll
or paper doll that many young
girls grew up playing with.
The image conveys a disturbing message echoed throughout society’s representation of
women. A woman is an object,
she is to be looked at, accessorized, to be dressed up, and
judged according to her appearance. The image also infers that
beauty belongs to the white
and the thin. This is degrading on many levels and offensive to all. Firstly, MRU is promoted as “Building a Culture
of Respect,” and “Creating a
Universe of Inclusion” as per
the MRU Website. In comparison to the articles presented in
The Reflector, MRU and The
Reflector present both conflicting and opposing messages.
The February 2nd image of
a female mouth, swallowing a
banana is a deplorable analogy
of a woman performing oral
sex. How could this image be
authorized to go to press and
permitted by any peer associated with its production and
that it is still readily available
throughout campus? Consider
that first and foremost, a school
is supposed to be safe for everyone, including faculty, staff and
students. As a member of the

community, the MRU Campus
offers daycare programs and
continuing education and
therefore there are certainly
more individuals than merely
students attending MRU. How
does this image reflect “our”
values to them? The image not
only objectifies women, but
also crudely suggests that our
mouths are only useful for one
thing... This image is so disturbing to me, it undoes all of the efforts that myself and others are
doing to teach society the value
of women and as an example,
the Teen Mentoring Program
I have been associated with
for over 12 years...is this what
our Teen Mentors have to look
to forward when they arrive in
post-secondary? It is absolutely
shameful.
Ironically, within the 3rd
page of the January 19th publication, an interesting article
presented by Pamela Di Pinto
regarding dating violence,
where “trained peer facilitators-who make this project so
unique- developed and delivered interactive workshops...
topics included healthy relationships, sexual relationships,
boundaries and communications and gender and media
stereotypes.” This worthwhile
intiative and all the efforts
made are to be commended.
However, in the following
publication on February 2nd,
Vanessa Gillard’s representation
of a sex survey, “An Overview
of Love’s Underview” not only
demeans the meaning of love
but it reinforces the negative
media messages and violence.
According to Di Pinto’s article
“1 out of 3 MRU Students” experience dating violence and
therefore Gillard’s article that
is read by MRU Students is
indirectly supportive of such
events. Consider a few of the
questions that were asked in
the survey: “Would you prefer
to pee or poo on someone?”
which is an abhorrent form of
abuse, or “Where is the strangest place you’ve gotten it on?”
with the #1 response being
“Uncle’s Bed.” Gillard’s retort to
the latter question: “You people
need to stop having sex with
your uncles.” Perhaps Gillard
is unaware that the greatest
percentage of sexual abuse of

children is perpetrated by fathers, uncles, brothers or male
family friends. The dangerous
fact that supercedes Gillard’s
thoughtless and flippant comment about sex with an uncle as
a joke is the casual attitude that
inherently lies within society
and acceptance as the norm.
One other question posed in
the survey, asks the participant
which professor they would
“want to fool around with”
and “where the best place to
have sex in the school is and
why”. Thankfully, most of the
respondants refused to name
anyone on the MRU faculty;
however three faculty members were singled out. Imagine
the potential consequences
that may ensue, given the suggestion implied, namely to career, legal and personal lives.
The #2 answer on this subject;
“it depended on which class
[the participant] was failing”
which raises concerns regarding teacher/student conduct.
Gillards response to the lack
of participation on this subject
is as troubling as the previous:
“you are all a bunch of spoilsports!” The mere fact that
such a question was proposed
reflects utter disrespect for the
faculty and students at MRU.
As a student at MRU and
someone whose life mission is
to improve society’s values regarding women and minorities,
I am ashamed of the Reflector
and its misrepresentation of
all the wonderful individuals,
intellectuals, faculty, students
and staff as well as the efforts
and iniatives of social groups
that work towards this common
goal. The staff of The Reflector
should be more cognisant and
aware of the readership; the
content and images that are
circulated en masse and staff
should consider the repercussions manifested from such
messages. This publication
should have never gone to
print. The fact that so many
people involved in its production could accept such content
is validation that society and
media still have much to learn.
Of the opinion of the publishing
editor, this social construct of
MRU claims to represent inclusion and respect for all, refraining from publishing anything
deemed offensive. How are
the images and content noted
above not considered offensive?
It is dangerous to assume
this subject trivial, even more
heinous to consider it “casual
fun” or “just a joke.” Life proves
to us that we can no longer be
passive, silent and submissive.
We must question, challenge
and create dialogue and understanding if we desire to better
ourselves and our world around
us. I urge everyone to convey
their opinions on this and I look
forward to improving the representative messages presented in
The Reflector.
Sincerely,
Jenny Limoges
Fourth-year student, MRU
I am writing to express my

disappointment in the cover
photograph and unsavoury
article “An overview of love’s
under view” by ‘sex columnist’
Vanessa Gillard in the latest issue of The Reflector.
I find it extremely distasteful
in both language and content.
I would expect to find such a
survey/article in an explicit
pornographic magazine, not
in a paper reflecting and representing the student body of an
educational institution.
I don’t object to a ‘sex column’, as long as the material
is presented respectfully and
responsibly.
In my opinion, this inappropriate article demonstrates
a gross lack of judgement not
only by the author, but also the
editor for allowing such a disparaging and contemptuous
article to be included in this
publication.
Sincerely,
Kate Pollock
Fourth-year student, MRU
To Whom it May Concern,
I would like to express my
concern and distaste in regards to an article called “An
Overview of Love’s Under
View” written by Vanessa
Gillard which was published
in this months edition of “The
Reflector” student newspaper.
Although this newspaper
is a student newspaper and
written for students of Mount
Royal University, the language
contained within this article is
completely innapropriate especially in an educational setting.
Comments such as “pussies,
liars, cocky casanovas”, “Way
to go, sluts!”, “poking someone
in the eye with shit” are innappropriate in any news article
let alone an article written by
students within the University.
Whether the goal of this article
was to poke fun at Valentine’s
day in general or the topic of
sex in general, the point is,
these topics are should not bejoked about.
My second concern which
relates to this specific article
is the type of questions asked
in this survey. I find that questions such as “What age did
you lose your v-card?”, “If you
could fool around with a professor who would it be and why?”,
“Would you prefer to poo or pee
on someone” and
“Where’s the best place to
have sex in the school and
why?” are offensive in nature
especially as a couple of the
questions make mention of
specific professors on campus.
In addition to this, the question
stating “where is the strangest place you’ve gotten it on?”
makes reference to “Uncle’s
bed”. This is an utterly appalling answer as there may be students who have been sexually
abused or molested by a family
member.
In my opinion, no matter
what your beliefs may be, content like this should, under no
circumstances, be put into a
University school newspaper. It

is offensive and it is not a topic
that should be taken lightly.
Further, the fact that specific
professors are mentioned in
this article in the manner that
this article is written, has the
potential to undermine the
professional relationships that
professors maintain with their
students. Are the professors
aware that their names are
being mentioned in this way?
I am reluctant to say yes that
they are aware of this. I am
concerned that professors may
believe that this is how their
students perceive them when
in reality, this is not the case.
In concluding, although the
intent of the Reflector may be
to provide students with entertaining material in addition to
educational content, I do not
believe this type of material is
the slightest bit laughable and
I’m ashamed that content like
this is written within an educational setting in which I so
highly respect.
The most disturbing aspect
of this situation is the fact that
this newspaper is distributed
beyond the confines of the
school. I have seen numerous
places outside the school and
in the community where this
paper is available. To think that
parents or older children and
adolescents may pick up this
paper and read articles such as
the one written by Gillard – I
can only imagine what they
are thinking? Content related to
sex education is important but
there is a certain way to make
a point and this is not the way
to do so.
Thank you for taking time
out of your day to acknowledge my concern and sincerely
hope that this situation is rectified quickly. Please contact
meat clemi911@mymru.ca if
required.
Sincerely,
Chantelle Lemieux
Fourth-year student, MRU
To Whom this may concern:
After viewing your recent
horrid and disgusting article
by a so-called sex columnist
Vanessa Gilliard and viewing your subjective images of
women in a degrading manner
within your newspaper, one can
only wonder if we are moving
forward as a society and where
in fact...that specific destination
might be.
Gillard’s offensive article
might be best suited for a pornographic publication, however
they might even be aware that
her skill as a ‘writer’ might be
limited to toilet humour at best.
In this day and age, making
light of sexual abuse or vulgar
sexual acts in any form is no
longer acceptable..surely there
is a conscience readily available
amongst the talented people
within this paper and amongst
the faculty and students, to be
able to recognize what is acceptable and what is not?
This form of writing cannot
be mistaken as a ‘contemporary
view’, I doubt that the greater

student body (if polled) would
hold this view...and if so, we
should all be very concerned
for our future if our leaders of
tomorrow choose to associate
themselves with such garbage.
The mere fact this paper is
readily available to the surrounding community is cause
for great concern and if in fact,
if representative of the standards of character and morale
of MRU, than any prospective
student planning to attend in
the future may want to steer
far clear!!
Please don’t hide behind
the veil of ‘free speech’, this is
certainly far from an example
as such. In comparison, your
article offends as much as the
‘black face’ Mcgill University
fiasco in Montreal sometime
ago, where students thought
it ‘funny’ to dress up and mimic
in horribly bad taste (if you
haven’t heard about it yet,
LOOK IT UP).
In the 21st century, surely we
are better than this and surely
you can use your priveledged
opportunity within this platform to write and influence
the young minds you claim to
represent, in a more honorable
effort.
— Michel L. Limoges
This email comes to you after
speaking with Jenny Lamages
and being made aware of the
recent article published in the
Reflector. I personally have
never read an issue of the paper
before, and hadn’t heard of the
atrocities being published in
this months issue until Jenny
brought it to my attention.
Viewing the front page image
was enough to appall and severely offend me as a woman,
and only worried me about
what I was about to read. The
article published by Vanessa
Gillard absolutely blew me
away.
I know Mount Royal as a
school that is diverse, accepting and respectful, and to
me this article threw that all
away. I could not believe how
disrespectful the piece was
to women, and that anything
regarding “which professor [a
person] would want to sleep
with” would be allowed to
run in a school paper. Not only
are the faculty going to read
this piece, but there is a large
amount of people that participate in programs at the school
as well as bring their children to
the school. For that kind of content to be available to the public
to read is ridiculous. It does not
represent this school whatsoever.
I hope that this letter gives
you some feedback on the increasing rage going around the
school regarding this months
reflector.
Sincerely,
Teshia Borisenkoff
Third-year student, MRU
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To whom it may concern,
I write this letter to express my disgust with the vulgar February edition of The
Reflector. This Mount Royal
University publication has issued a paper that contains an
inappropriate sexually suggestive cover page and a insensitive, inappropriate, and
disrespectful article titled “An
Overview of Love’s Underview”.
This publication is whether the
authors realize or not a representation of the students, staff,
and culture of Mount Royal
University. As a student I do
not feel morally comfortable
having images and articles
such as the one’s described represent myself or the university.
Personally I feel strongly about
the preservation of the freedom
of speech and media; however
I understand that positions of
representation must be considered and respected. This publication disregards the respect
of Mount Royal as a whole as it
blatantly disregards how it is a
representation of all elements
of Mount Royal. As a student it
is unnerving to think of how my
institution will be viewed when
the representative publications
are filled with such materiel.
The affects of this paper must
be considered and the freedom
of speech and media argument
holds no bounds as it has infringed on the well being of
other individuals.
Thank You,
Bryce Lockwood
To Whom it May Concern:
It is absolutely appalling
that our own school is creating an unsafe environment for
women. In the last two publications of the Reflector there
have been crude sexual and
sexist references. The cover
of the January issue included
a female cut out with clothes
to dress her, like a Barbie doll.
The February issue’s cover was
a woman sucking a banana off
like a penis. For a school that
is trying to revolutionize the
way post-secondary education
is received it is surprising and
upsetting to see women being
represented in such a demeaning manner. The media has a
huge influence on everyone,
especially young girls and women. Since our school is in close
proximity to junior high and
high schools, as well as the halls
filled with children for the day
care, or music program are being exposed to trash like this. Is
this the image we want Mount
Royal to have? That women are
Barbie dolls who are to be used
as sexual objects? Are blowjobs
and Barbies the new face of
Mount Royal University? Or is
that merely the way the institution likes to see women?
The kids who are enrolled in
the journalism program should
be taught about integrity, and
real reporting. Although the author should have had more self
respect for herself, women, and
the school’s image it is ultimately the teachers/supervisors responsibility to ensure that their
students are headed in the right
direction. IF the teachers/supervisors actually believe that
this is good journalism or even

writing for that matter I am personally ashamed for being associated with this school. Also if
this is the level of students that
the journalism program is producing either the students need
to be more carefully considered
before admittance, the teachers
need to be replaced, or the program needs to be dissolved.
Freedom of Speech is important, however the entire
student bodies safety comes
above that. It was negligent for
the supervisor of this program
to even allow this issue to go
to print. Trashy articles should
be left out of the public newspaper ESPECIALLY since there
was absolutely no warning of
sexual content (although the
cover would lead me to believe
I would be browsing through a
Penthouse).
Typically the paper is 50%
sports reporting, and that
would be okay if it was balanced with something that
is worthwhile and has some
depth.
However, since it is paired
with this tabloid garbage the
school is portrayed as being
comprised of athletes and
whores. Instead of stooping to
the level of tabloid newspapers
with their crude or lack thereof
actual reporting, the school
should be teaching these kids
what real reporters do, reporting real issues, and real news.
Tabloids are the lowest form of
journalism. Unfortunately the
media is an incredibly powerful tool, and the vast majority
of the population will believe
whatever the media spits out.
We are putting our trust in
these people, in charge of controlling media content, and I
thought that the journalism
program would emphasize the
delicate nature of this power
that the media holds over society instead of feeding the fire
and encouraging this disgusting
form of art.I am a female student in the Bachelor of Health
Sciences and an NSERC recipient. Before this form of abuse I
absolutely loved Mount Royal
University and would have
loved to have worked here after the rest of my studies. I hope
that this abuse of power comes
to an end and that disciplinary
action be taken against those responsible for this sexual harassment. I used to be very proud
to have been the product of
such a seemingly well-rounded
university however I now feel
ashamed to be linked to this
school and wish I had started
my academic career elsewhere.
This institution should be celebrating the accomplishments
that the women of Mount Royal
have arisen to instead of making us feel like we should just
spread our legs and take it, or
perhaps defecate or urinate
on each other. And especially
for those of us who have been
sexually abused this is all very
overwhelming and upsetting.
Thank you Mount Royal for
reminding me that the world
hasn’t changed, that women
don’t deserve respect and for
letting me know that kids are
having “sex” (rape) in the their
Uncle’s bed, and reminding me
how this institution sees wom-
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en: A mannequin with various
orifices’.
Sincerely,
Tara C. Dumont
Student, MRU
Mount Royal University is a
terrific institution with excellent
instruction in small classroom
settings, a healthy sports program, a rapidly growing number of accredited undergraduate degrees, numerous applied
degree and certificate programs
and a rapidly growing centre for
scientific research and student
involvement. Additionally the
staff and faculty have been
working exceptionally hard to
change the public perception of
Mount Royal from a local college to that of a beacon of what
a modern university should be.
Why then is the school content
to allow the Reflector, a school
endorsed newspaper which
is intended to be informative,
inclusive and representative
of the university, to produce
issues filled with cheap and
tawdry filler that would otherwise only be of acceptable journalistic caliber for the National
Enquirer or at best a column for
Cosmo or another equally vapid
publication?
All of the hard work that has
been done to uplift this institution is immediately crushed by
what this paper has become.
The previous two issues alone,
January and February of 2012,
in numerous ways utterly objectify and degrade women, belittle the academic achievements
of the school and produce an
excess of empty tabloid fodder.
The February columns border
on printing libel as they simultaneously associate the names
of instructors with sexual scandal, chide those who have a
shred of decency while refusing to answer inappropriate
and dangerous questions such
as “What MRU professor would
you most like to hook up with?”
The cover photograph alone of
a woman simulating oral sex
on a banana should never have
gone to print. Is this truly the
image the Reflector wishes to
portray for our University? If
so, is it not even more troubling
that Mount Royal students hold
this view of our institution?
And where is the oversight
that would keep such mindless
drivel and questionable content
from the printer?
Racial and sexist stereotypes
should be being bred out of
the media starting with the
students. How is it that the
journalism certificate, a mere
two year program that falls
woefully short of actually educating its students, includes no
courses involving sensitivity to
these issues or even further arts
and science credits which may
allow for more open, insightful
and understanding journalism.
Journalism as a field is at a
crossroads. The media flocks
to pleasing the lowest common
denominator, shock journalism
and mindless filler to distract
from pressing issues. And now
the Reflector, which one would
hope would be full of idealistic
and ambitious young journalists wishing to change this, has
instead joined the ranks.

Congratulations Reflector.
Stand proud in the knowledge
you are now the worst of the
worst. You have managed to
overshoot the lowest common
denominator and produce pure
unadulterated garbage journalism which in turn has embarrassed the entire school. I hope
it was worth it to make a few
cheap sex jokes at the expense
of women and human decency.
– Brent Middleton
Bachelor of Health Sciences,
4th Year
Hello,
I am writing this email to express my disappointment at the
content of one of your recent
articles entitled “An Overview
of Love’s Underview” that was
brought to my attention by one
of my 4th year students. I recognize the concept of ‘freedom
of press’ but I would argue that
when an article includes a discussion on sexual relationships
with faculty and condones or
makes light of child abuse, that
‘freedom’ no longer applies.
I am a faculty member at
Mt Royal University and I have
worked at numerous universities across Canada and in the
US. I came to this University
because I was drawn to the culture of respect. To me, that includes respect for students and
their voice, but also respect by
students for faculty and staff.
The implication that professors
would i) have sex with their students, and ii) change a students
grade in exchange for sex is not
only disrespectful, it would be
cause for dismissal. Making
light of this topic ignores that it
is a very real situation in some
post-secondary institutions and
also undermines the effect it
has on everyone involved.
This week I passed a billboard
in the hallways on relationships
and applauded the efforts made
by numerous individuals at Mt
Royal to support and promote
healthy living. Unfortunately,
this was followed by your article
with its quip about having sex
in your Uncle’s bed. I am disgusted that anyone could find
incest or child abuse amusing
in any way.
All members of the Mt
Royal community have a responsibility for their actions
and their words, including
students that write for school
newspaper.
Sincerely,
Dr. Carol Armstrong,
Dept of Chemical and
Biological Science
To Whom This May Concern,
We would like to express our
disappointment with an article
published by The Reflector,
concerning an article written by
Vanessa Gillard, sex columnist,
titled “An overview of love’s
under view”. We understand
that a sex columnist needs to
write about sex and the need to
push the limits to get individuals to be more open about their
sexuality but as a students to
this school, we are very disappointed and concerned about
the message being sent about
what Mount Royal students
represent. Since this paper is
being read throughout the com-

munity and also the school’s
website it portrays a view that
only exists for a only a small
number of students since we’re
sure there were many that had
not even heard of this survey.
The survey itself is derogatory
and offensive peppered with
words like “pussies” and “sluts”.
The voice of the article gave a
sense of derision and disrespect for the choices of others
and their situations. The questions in the article that have
drawn a sense a revulsion are
particularly the average age
that people lose their “v-card”,
sex positions that you are most
curious about and why, what
professor you want to sleep
with, the best place to have sex
at school, the strangest place
that you have gotten it on, the
pooing or peeing on someone
and the morning after breath.
For example, the “v-card” comments suggested that we, as a
community, should be having
sex at an earlier age in order to
be more creative, which would
send the wrong message to not
only those that are looking at
this school to attend here but
also to schools that review our
schools reputation for the integrity of the students and perhaps even to the external public
such as the high school students
that are often at Wyckham for
lunch.Finally the paper isn’t
professional in its view and it
reflects an uneducated view of
the whole community of Mount
Royal. Since this is a review of
the choices of those of Mount
Royal students, the columnists’
comments further degrades
the opinions of those students
that did the survey created by
the columnist.As science students, we are appalled at her
statement of a “super scientific
survey” and the lack of any scientific inclination within the
paper.
If possible, we would like to
have the article retracted from
the paper and an apology from
the editor.
Thank you for your time,
–Lambrini Michael and
Melissa Quan

the father, foster father, stepfather or another relative or close
family friend of the victim.
- Incestuous relationships last 7
years on average
-75% of mothers are not aware
of the incest in their family
- 60- 80% of offenders in a
study of imprisoned rapists had
been molested as children
- 80% of prostitutes and juvenile delinquents, in another
study, were sexually abused as
children.
How is that in any way funny?!? Is consorting with faculty members a funny thing?
How about public sex? Is this
the kind of image the school
wants to have? “We polled our
students and we didn’t really
concern ourselves with which
programs were most valuable
to our students or how they feel
about the quality of instruction
but we can give you a top ten for
places to “get it on” on campus
and which instructors are most
“do able””
I know that fourteen students
were written up for academic
misconduct last semester in one
class, I hope the university will
treat this offense to its image
just as seriously. I am expecting a public apology and that
restructuring of The Reflector’s
policies will be changed including both the author and the editor that approved the article will
be dismissed from participating
in further publications.
The university in allowing its
paper to publish this article has
made a statement: that objectification of women is O.K., and
that sexual liaisons with faculty
and family members are a joke.
That’s where it stands right
now. If the school wants to rectify this it’s going to have to make
a strong statement to the contrary. Will you brush this off or
will you stand up for the image
of this school? The women who
study here? How about all the
students attending who have
been sexually victimized and
remain silent? Will you stand
up for them? I will be interested
to see how you respond.
– Louchlyn Fraser

I was very disappointed int
the reflector article “An overview of loves underview”. I can’t
believe that not only did some
one write the stupid dribble
but someone also approved it
for publication. University is
for higher learning and higher
thought, not tabloidesque tactics to get attention. Who in
their right mind would think
a woman with a banana down
her throat would be in any way
an appropriate image, especially with Kids frequenting the
school?!? Who thinks that incest or sexual abuse by a family
member is a joke?!? I guarantee
you there are students at this
school who have been victimized: http://www.safekidsbc.
ca/statistics.htm
University of Victoria’s
Sexual Assault Centre*** posts
the following childhood sexual
abuse statistics:
- 1 in 3 females and 1 in 6 males
in Canada experience some
form of sexual abuse before the
age of 18.
- 80% of all child abusers are

The Reflector is a separatelyincorporated Society housed in
Wyckham House as a tenant of
SAMRU only. As a Board member, I am not involved in the
Reflector’s content but feel the
need to respond based on the
overwhelming amount of complaints coming from SAMRU’s
membership. Intentional or
not, the commentary published in Vanessa Gillard’s sex
column in the February 2nd
edition is offensive to some
students as expressed in written concern to the Reflector.
The Reflector has heard my
recommendation to retract the
piece, make an apology to those
offended and consider the student’s feedback when making
future content decisions. The
Students’ Association fosters a
community of respect, integrity
and diversity on campus and as
such, expect that enterprises
that collect mandatory fees
from the student body will live
up to these principles as well.
— Michelle Dennis
VP External, SAMRU
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The Reflector, with an on- and
off-campus circulation of
10,000, is the independent
voice of the students of Mount
Royal University. It is published
fortnightly during the academic
year (Sept. to April).

How are you spending reading break?
“Sleeping, reading,
farting around the
house, spinning
some records and
pondering the fallacy
of atheism.”

The Reflector is editorially
autonomous and financially
independent for all other
governing bodies at Mount Royal
University.
The Reflector welcomes
newsworthy submissions from
all students and community
members. While the right
of editorial comment is
reserved for editors of The
Reflector, opinion pieces may
be submitted as letters to the
editor, and may be published on
the editorial page as such. The
Reflector reserves the right not
to publish submissions deemed
by the Publishing Editor to be
offensive.
Complaints arising from the
content of the paper should be
directed to the Ombudsboard.
This board has been established
as a mediator between the
Reflector Publications Society
staff and its readership.
All decisions of the
Ombudsboard are final and
binding on both parties. Letters
to the Ombudsboard must be
sent in confidence, care of the
Reflector Publications Society,
to the Reflector Publications
Society office.
Submissions and letters to the
editor should be a maximum
of 500 words, typed, doublespaced, and contain the writer’s
name and phone number.
No unsigned letters will be
published. Only in exceptional
cases, at the discretion of the
Publishing Editor, will writers’
names be withheld. The
Reflector reserves the right to
edit submissions for brevity.
Contents are copyright © 2012.
No material may be reproduced
without express written
consent.
All opinions contained within
this paper are those of the
individual authors, and not
necessarily those of the
Reflector Publications Society.
For more information, contact
The Reflector office at:

THE REFLECTOR

Wyckham House
Mount Royal University
4825 Mount Royal Gate SW
Calgary, AB T3E 6K6
All depts.: 403.440.6268
Fax: 403.440.6762
TheReflector@TheReflector.ca

Matt
Beckstrom,
Social Work

‘‘My girlfriend is due
to have a baby and I
want to be there for
the birth. ’’

Jessica Swain,
Midwifery

“Going to Puerto
Vallarta. Looking
forward to nice
weather, relaxing and
drinks by the pool.”

Lisa Somers,
Open Studies

“Let’s just say I’m
going on a ‘herbal
detox’.”

Richard Alame,
Sociology

EDITORIAL

Let’s talk
it out

Two words for those who’ve criticized The Reflector’s
recent editorial decisions: Thank you.
Those certainly weren’t the first words coming
to mind as angry letters spilled into inboxes and
rumours of misconduct spread down into the ’Flec’s
basement hovel. However, things are better now
Given time, discussion and reflection, a new narrative has emerged: This has been a positive learning experience for everyone involved.
Of course some things have undoubtedly been
lost in translation. For example, the Feb. 2 front
cover was meant to challenge traditional sexual
imagery. By revealing on page two that it was a man
pictured on the cover it was hoped readers would
question their own snap judgements of why they’d
assume the model was a woman.
Perhaps that wasn’t made obvious enough, so we
apologize if those intentions were unclear.
However, we still fully stand by the editorial decisions made. It’s our job to get people engaged and
talking about issues. We’ve done that.
The high level of engagement felt from our readership has been encouraging. More than 18 letters
have recently been written to The Reflector, which
eclipses the year’s total letter submission to date.
That’s a powerful response.
We’ve also heard stories of classroom discussions
where students are questioning the images being
reflected back them. That’s even more powerful.
It’s pointless to defend each individual charge levied against this publication. The complaints range
from valid to disturbingly inaccurate criticism.
We’ve read every word and considered the merits
of each letter. Much of our time was spent debating
over what to do next.
Then it clicked. This is what we asked for.
Recall the Jan. 19 issue of The Reflector. Flip to
page eight’s staff editorial titled “Doesn’t smell
like school spirit.” The last lines provide a fantastic
precursor to where we are today. Our calls for the
student body to “Tell someone. Do something” have
finally been answered. Hallelujah!
But, we’d also like to get a say in the conversation.
Come talk to us — whether you’re pissed off or
floored by what you’re reading in The Reflector.
We’re interested in hearing new ideas and learning
ways of getting better.
Isn’t that what university’s all about?
Comments? Visit thereflector.ca or in person at our
office in the basement of Wyckham House.

GUEST COLUMN

Gamers getting out of the living room
Communities that play together stay together
Ryan McEathron

a mainstream activity, and not
just playing either, but watching.
Anyone at all familiar with
Gamer Sundays at Dickens was massive multiplayer online role
born out of the need for a space playing games (MMORPGs)
where gamers could gather to- knows how easily a community
gether to do what they do best.
can form around a game. Bars
Running an event
are public houses after
like this means I get
all, so why not meet
to bear witness to
with that community
the community that’s
every now and then
growing in Calgary
and socialize in peraround gaming. Workson while you get your
ing with groups like
game on?
Canada Cup Gaming
Three months ago
and Project X, who
my friend Miles and
Ryan
run all sorts of gaming
I were looking for a
McEathron
events, has shown me
place to hold tournaCo-founder of
Gamer Sundays
how social gaming has
ments for a tabletop
become.
game called Heroscape. The bar
According to the 2011 Enter- we both work at, Dickens, closed
tainment Software Association its doors on Sundays, so we figdemographic survey, the aver- ured it couldn’t hurt to ask if we
age age of a gamer today is 37 could use the space.
years old. Gaming has become
After our totally awesome boss
Guest Columnist

gave us the OK, we thought,
“Hey, why just Heroscape? Why
don’t we open the doors to other
gamers?”
Every Sunday we bring in a
large selection of games for people to play; classics like Scrabble
or Battleship, to more advanced
games like Carcassonne and Settlers Of Catan.
It’s not just board games
though, anyone is welcome to
bring down their consoles and
plug into a TV, or bring a laptop.
Magic The Gathering, Dungeons
& Dragons, Warhammer, it’s all
welcome on Gamer Sundays.
Like a lot of people born in the
mid-‘80s, Starcraft took up a lot
of my free time in junior high and
high school, so when Starcraft
II (SC2) was finally released in
2010 it was a pretty big deal.
Did you know that professional SC2 players can earn

over $200,000 per year from
sponsorships? Or that a typical
SC2 tournament can pay out over
$100,000 in prize money?
This is why every Sunday in addition to all the games we play,
we also stream SC2 matches on
our TVs. This folks, is Barcarft.
If this sounds like something
you’d like to check out, come
down to Dickens on a Sunday
sometime. We’re located at 1000
– 9th Ave. S.W. Park on the street
— it’s free on the weekend.
You can also check us out on
the web to stay informed on upcoming events at facebook.com/
gamersundays or gplus.to/gamersundays.
Come get your game on!
Ryan McEathron is a dedicated
Heroscape player and Dickens
employee who knows gaming is best
when you share it with friends.

FEATURES EDITOR:
Alyssa Smith
featureseditor@TheReflector.ca
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QUICK
QUIPS

“S

pock. This child
is about to
wipe out every living
thing on Earth. Now,
what do you suggest
we do…spank it?”
— Dr. McCoy, Star
Trek: The Motion Picture

Graphic: Jonathan Vern McGill

Jonathan Vern McGill
Contributor

It seems like just about everyone
and their dog goes around saying they are a geek about this or
a nerd about that, but there can
only be one original.
The classic nerd.
The punching bag of any modern high school. A person whose
I.Q. exceeds their own weight.
Although they thrived during the
mid-20th century, hidden behind
towers of books or crammed in
gym lockers, the classic nerd is

now an endangered species in the
modern era.
It is rare to find a fully intact
and classical nerd in the wild
for an in-depth examination.
Populating the schools, malls, libraries and tech stores of modern
society are the imitators (see: hipster, geek-chic). They wear thickframed Ray-Bans with polarized
lenses, white-corded earbuds,
off-black corduroy pants, and
vintage retro bow-ties purchased
from stores on 17th Avenue you
probably haven’t heard of.
The classic nerd, depicted

above, was wearing all this before it was cool (and with a 4.0
to boot). The main difference
between these imitators and the
classic nerd is that the latter is
boringly studious, but enticingly
intelligent and able to cite pi backward from the forty-second digit.
This nerd is the purebred. The
Alaskan husky of all things intellectual. Bounding from bookshelf
to bookshelf like a ferocious foureyed tiger, the nerd knows no limits. They are unimpeded by social
events, FarmVille invites, and the
temptation of reddit. This nerd

has a bloodthirsty and insatiable
desire for knowledge, fearing
nothing but a letter grade lower
than an A-plus.
Although nerd is but a fourletter word, the title eventually
comes with a six-figure income
(Gates, Jobs, Zuckerberg, to
namedrop a few). Even fictional
nerds have gained iconic status
in modern culture (see: Steve
Urkel). Sure, you might have
given a nerd a swirly or two back
in junior high, but wait a couple
years and hope that nerd isn’t the
one in charge of your paycheque.

“M

y pokemon
brings all the
nerds to the yard, and
they’re like you wanna
trade cards? Darn
right, I wanna trade
cards, I’ll trade this but
not my charizard.”
— Unknown

“T

ry not. Do, or
do not. There
is no try.”
— Yoda,
The Empire Strikes Back
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FAITH MATTERS

Holy book
should be
considered in
context
Photo: Bryan Weismiller

Thomas Yueng said he likes the freedom of being a business owner.

James Wilt

Pharmacist celebrates first year at MRU
Alyssa Smith
Features Editor

Over the last year pharmacist
Thomas Yueng has advocated for
students over everything from
specific medications to trying to
install a postal box.
Yeung’s pharmacy opened in
the basement of Wyckham House
in January 2011.
Yeung described serving a
clientele made up of mostly students as a fun challenge.
“They want to learn, they’re
really inquisitive. So, it tests my
knowledge too,” he said.
“This generation is a little
more invested in their health
than some of the older generations.”
Before Mount Royal, Yeung
worked for a pharmacy in Forest

Lawn. One of the biggest reasons
for the move, he said, was freedom.
This transition means Yeung
can now focus on what he said
matters most: caring for his customers.
He said his biggest goal for the
next year is to tailor his business
to meet the specific needs of students.
“It needs some tweaking still,”
he said. “I’m always open to suggestions.”
Certainly one of the largest
issues with Yeung’s business is
getting the word out it exists.
But, he said, being located in a
basement isn’t always a problem.
“I think privacy is a big deal,”
he said. “Not everyone likes to
have a lot of people around when

they’re filling a prescription.”
While Yeung described his
experience at Mount Royal as
mostly positive so far, there are
some challenges.
Thomas said his biggest peeve
is theft.
“Some students don’t understand that when you’re taking
something you’re taking food off
my table,” he explained.
He said even if students can’t
afford a medication, there are
better ways to get it.
Even so, Yeung said he stands
by his decision to open his own
business.
“It’s because you care,” he
said. “I have pride in (Wyckham
House Pharmacy), just watching
it grow.

University of Lethbridge
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Faith Columnist

The Bible’s a peculiar book.
Actually, it’s not really the Bible’s
fault.
I blame it on Christians — as
usual — and our tendency to
oversimplify and idolize the book
above God.
The ancient text is filled with
black comedy, erotic literature,
wartime accounts, heart-wrenching poetry and instructive letters.
Some of it is allegorical, other
parts presumably factual. It covers themes ranging from hope to
betrayal, to redemption to lust,
to justice, to exile, to love. It tells
the tale of a deeply flawed group
of people united by their faith in
God and their journey through
the centuries.
But, it’s not discussed like it’s
any of those things. The Bible, in
my experience within the Church,
is considered to be a textbook; it
contains life lessons — it’s infallible. As Killah Priest rapped on
GZA’s Liquid Swords in 1995, the
Bible serves as basic instructions
before leaving earth. Verse and
chapter numbers have allowed
and encouraged readers to fragment the Bible, and pick out specific pieces that reinforce their
world-view.
This practice is seriously problematic. As alluded to, the Bible is
an epic story. It’s not an instruction manual. By understanding
the Bible as unquestionable fact ,
which many Christians profess to
do, readers create a triple-layered
paradigm that I consider to be unhelpful for engaging in the text.
This is usually defended with
a verse in Paul’s second letter to
Timothy that said “all Scripture
is God-breathed” (3:16), but
that’s a tad inadequate. It simply doesn’t take into account the
three key issues with the philosophy.

Firstly, most of what was said
in the Bible was descriptive, not
prescriptive. It means many of
the stories served to record history and legends and not suggest
behaviour. For example, we’re not
meant to repeat the experience
of Solomon and his 700 wives
and 300 concubines (although
those numbers are likely an exaggeration). We’re meant to read
the story, laugh at the idiocy of
Solomon and move on.
On that note, the second issue
in the paradigm is that such a belief in Biblical literalism ignores
that the Bible was written by
flawed people who authored the
texts within a specific time period for a specific audience. This
doesn’t, however, disqualify the
stories told. It just means the writings of the books and letters are
not, and should not, be immune
to criticism. They should be read
alongside teachings about ancient
culture, religion and thought.
Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, the understanding of the
Bible as the end-all-be-all confines God to the text and says the
story of redemption is essentially
over. This couldn’t be farther from
the truth or from the traditions of
other religions. In Judaism, which
is the parent of Christianity, the
Talmud is equally as important
as the Torah. The latter is the
first five books of the Bible. The
former is a collection of thoughts
and arguments between rabbis
over the centuries about how
to interpret the writings of the
Torah. The Jews believe the conversation about redemption is still
ongoing through the Talmud.
This idea of ongoing conversation is extremely necessary. If the
conversations we have, the books
we read, the folklore we inherit
and the art we enjoy can’t be as
“God-breathed” as the Scriptures
then we’re in some seriously depressing times. That would mean
God no longer speaks in the same
way she/he did in the past.
I’m confident God still speaks.
The Bible tells some triumphant
and tragic stories, but is certainly
not the end of the narrative.
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INKED

Mount Royal students show some skin
Photos: Haleigh Packer

1. Stacy Shields

5.
3.

The story Nightingale and the
Rose, by Oscar Wilde has been
important to Stacy Shields
since Grade Five. For Shields
this story is meaningful, as
the nightingale did everything
for one person selflessly. It’s a
reminder to be more helpful,
even though her efforts may
not turn out.
2. Devon Fry
An Alzheimer’s ribbon is tattooed on her ankle — a reminder of her great-grandmother
who passed away. Since she
lived in England, Fry had not
seen her in 10 years when she
passed. “She thought I was a
tough little girl who wouldn’t
let anyone step on my toes,”
Fry said.
3. Kyle Napier
The many tattoos on his arms,
back and chest represent specific times throughout his life.
“They are permanent, so are
the memories,” he said.
4. Brittney Horvath
One New Years’, Brittney
Horvath and her mother got
similar tattoos: both have the
mother – daughter symbol, but
with different flowers. Horvath
has recently developed a very
close relationship with her

mother, since her dad stepped
out of her life.
5. Alyssa Fischer
The bass clef shaped into a
heart represents her love for
music as she’s been a singer
since age 10. In 2011, Fischer
had the line of her favourite
song, “the sun doesn’t go
down” and butterflies tattooed on her ribs, since both
her grandparents passed away
within a few months of each
other and each had a knack for
gardening.
Fischer was very close to her
grandma, as they had a lot in
common, especially music.
“She is always with me, because she is on my side,” said
Fischer.
6. Jeremy Deman
The tattoo of a bear’s paw
on his back is there to represent the three stages in life:
birth, life, death. Since Deman
is known by “Jearbear,” the
bear’s paw signifies his nickname. The triskele (a Celtic
symbol) is there to indicate
the three stages of life. “It’s
not so much what the symbol
is known by, it’s more of my
subjective interpretation of the
symbol,” Deman said.

1.

5.

6.

4.
2.
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SEX EFFECTS

Bongiorno porno

Porn and Pizza event both stimulating and enlightening

Vanessa Gillard
Sex Columnist

Hello my pretties. Let’s all
turn our attention to the
wide and wild world of
pornography. What’s that?
You were already watching your favourite porno?
Of course you were, you
perv.
I was recently invited
to participate in a discussion sponsored by MRU’s
multi-faith chaplaincy on
the topic of pornography.
As I’m sure you can imagine, I am of the opinion
that people who want to
watch other people have
sex — assuming it’s not
horrifying in any way —
should have a great old
time feasting their eyes
on anything from BDSM
crotch binding to good old
fashioned, amateur, scaryzit-on-the-butt porno.
The talk, Porn and
Pizza, was an opinion-

based chat addressing
different perspectives
on pornography and its
many implications. Denise
Hearn, a community outreach worker with the
Calgary Pregnancy Care
Centre, gave a talk about
the pitfalls of consuming
porn (wow, consumption
just sounds wrong), and
MRU student counsellor
Mirjam Knapik and myself
were invited to respond
to Hearn’s opinions, after
which we took questions
from students. At one
point someone mouthed “I
heart you” in my direction,
which was both endearing
and slightly disturbing at
the same time. Thanks
person, you know who
you are.
Hearn was staunchly
opposed to porn in general and while I didn’t agree
with most of what she had
to say, I was pleasantly
surprised to leave the forum feeling a little more
enlightened by the students and speakers who
were there. So, thanks all.
The most important
topic, I felt, addressed
was porn addiction. This

topic has become a sort
of buzz-affliction of late
and it seems the medical
community is a little split
on this particular concept.
Pornographic addiction
isn’t in the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders. But,
last August the American
Society of Addictions
Medicine defined addiction: “Addiction is a primary, chronic disease of
brain reward, motivation,
memory and related circuitry.”
Now, if you use your
imagination I’m sure you
can make the correlation
between brain reward and
the rest of things that occur while people get down
with their single-servingsize bottle of Astroglide.
However, this definition
seems to be a clear indication that one can truly
become addicted to, well,
just about anything.
Case in point: the story
I heard about the TV show
“My Strange Addiction.”
A woman allegedly ate 30
(ya, 30) couches, and two
chairs. Apparently, chair is
a delicacy in Tom’s house

of nutty cuisine. Another
poor woman was addicted to eating Comet.
Not sure how she’s still
alive. If you’ve ever seen
The Fly, I kinda imagine
her as Goldblum’s character when he’s halfway
through transforming and
all his teeth are falling out
and he’s eating his barf.
I’m not sure where the
pursuit of reward comes
into these two particular
cases, but my point is that
everything in moderation
seems to be a reasonable
way to conduct one’s daily
comings and goings (pun
intended).
However, if you feel you
may have been spending an inordinately large
amount of time watching porn or doing just
about anything and it’s
interfering with your
life, go down and visit
Mirjam Knapik or one of
her colleagues at Student
Counseling Services. It’s
free and totally confidential, and just so you know
Knapik stayed very neutral
during the whole discussion, so I’m pretty sure she
won’t judge you.

Photo: courtesy of Tony Segielski, iStock

If you’ve eaten this much pizza in one sitting, you
should probably seek counselling.

My living room. My classroom. My education.
16 Alberta institutions
60+ online programs
700+ online courses
Academic upgrading and
university transfer
Online learning is ﬂexible
and enables you to work on
your courses at times that
are convenient to you.

Where life and learning click™

Scan here
to learn
more

STREET STYLE

Kids
in the
hall

Top left:
Justin M.
Wilson.
Journalism
program
Fav item: belt
buckle from
somewhere awesome, clearly.

Top right:
Germaine
Rivera.
Social work
program

Thomi Olsen
Fashion Columnist

Fav item: necklace designed by
Erica Weiner.

ARTS EDITOR:
Vanessa Gillard
artseditor@TheReflector.ca

I don’t like fashion. That must sound like an
extreme contradiction coming from a fashion columnist. Style though, style is something I really dig. I love to see people who
are confident in what they are
wearing, especially those who
don’t give a shit about labels or
what’s popular on the runways. I
love style because it’s completely
subjective.
With the emergence of blogs,
street style has become a powerful force in the fashion community. People around the world
have created careers through
photographing and blogging
about the streets’ most stylish people. I am freakishly
obsessed with street-style blogs. I spend
hours dreamily gazing at tattooed boys from
Copenhagen wearing perfectly-faded Levis,
Parisian women who magically ride their bicycles wearing five inch heels and teenagers
dressed in Anime-influenced outfits all the
way in Tokyo.
I decided to scour the halls of Mount
Royal University to find inspiration from
our peers. Admittedly, it took me a while
to weed through the sea of Uggs, Toms and
sweatpants. Eventually though, I was able
to find a few diamonds. Take note and see
what your comrades are wearing to class.
I’ve provided a list of my favorite street-style
blogs, I think it’s a perfect way to waste time
over the reading week. Enjoy.

Guide to Street Style Blogs:
thelocals.dk — Perhaps they are considered
the happiest people in the world because
they are dressed so well. Go here to look at
beautiful Danes in all their stylish glory.
stylefromtokyo.blogspot.com — I am captivated by this blog. I want to know the story
of the people in the photo and I want to
visit the beautiful parks, shops, metro stations and graffitied alleyways they are photographed in.
canadastreetstyle.com — A collaborative
blog created by a brother/sister duo out of
Winnipeg. Very cool to see what
our Canadian brothers and sisters are wearing nationwide.
thesartorialist.com — Scott
Schuman = pioneer of street
style blogs. All you need to know.
Jakandjil.com — A great blog
for candid photos of beautiful
style.
Photos: Vanessa Gillard
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HOT
SPOTS

T
Bottom left:
Emily Aminnejad.
Psychology
program
Fav item: bunny
top from H&M.

he Valentina Drag
Ball will feature
Sleepy Panther, Cluster
Fox and J. Waddell’s
DJ styles, and it will
also feature you in
drag. Well, it will if you
wanna pay $5 at the
door and not $10. Feb.
17 at ACAD.

T
Bottom right:
Lisa Hemmerling.
General Studies
Fav item: scarf
from H&M.

he Hifi Club
welcomes you to
their seven-year anniversary with Jacques
Renault of Runaway,
HUMANS and Smalltown Romeo. You only
turn seven once, so
make a young club
feel special and join in
on Feb. 8.

M

arch 1 is First
Thursday and
that means that you
should go to Art Central and hang out and
do crafts and chat with
all the nice folks who
sell cool shit there.
Seriously there is some
cray-cool shit.
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MRU REVIEW

‘A Man of the
North’ evolves
at MRU
Nathan Ross
Staff writer

Over the past few months,
Mount Royal’s theatre department has been working with
playwright Neil Fleming in
bringing his creation Man of the
North to life.
The script was originally a
Theatre Calgary piece, first written in 2008, and Fleming spent
the last few months with both
first- and second-year MRU students on working over and over
before becoming a show-ready
draft.
With Glenda Stirling joining
up as director, the workshop
process resulted in a limited
number of shows that ran from
Feb. 8-11, and the show enjoyed
a successful run to the audiences that came to see the show.
Unlike most shows, Man of the
North was unique in that cuts
and changes to the script were
happening after each and every
show. With barely any costumes
or set, the show carried on the
strength of Fleming’s work.
Focusing on trade in 1781,
the show focuses on an aspect

Canadian history that isn’t necessarily taught in schools.
The show revolves around
the adventures of Henry Fleck,
a Scottish trader that played by
Steven Evanik. It’s split between
Fleck revealing the action in a
series of monologues later revealed to be letters and the live
action of his adventure.
The show’s first half describes
his journey westward, as a
young clerk assigned to leave
the comforts of Montreal and
accompany his company’s partners on their journey to Grand
Portage. What was supposed
to be a long and hard journey
of six months is made easier by
the companionship of a daughter of one of the partners, Ms.
Catherine Todd played by Emily
Dallas. The chemistry between
the two comes across naturally,
highlighted by Evanik’s earnest
efforts to woo the lady.
Unfortunately, Todd is already engaged to another partner, the headstrong Hamish
MacAskill, who is played by
Byron Allen. The arrogant nature of MacAskill juxtaposes
seamlessly with that of Fleck,

Makeshift Innocence takes
home $200,000 at MRU

Photo: courtesy of Courtney Ackland/Rock It Photography

Calgary roots-rock-reggae band Makeshift Innocence took home the grand prize of
$200,000 at Amp Radio Rock Star Finals on Feb. 4. The money from the competition,
which was held at The Hub in Wyckham House, must be used to further their music career. The band’s frontman, Jesse James Cameron, said playing live is “the only time in
my life that I’ve ever felt completely embraced by people.”

See NORTH pg. 20

samru.ca

samru.ca
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BOOK HOOK

Week of reading?

A peppering of MRU’s reading recommendations

1. The Fault In Our Stars
By John Green,
Dutton Books

2. The Truth Shows Up
By Harvey Cashore,
Key Porter Books

No book in January was given
the amount of media buzz that
John Green’s The Fault In Our
Stars received. After hearing
positive remarks about his new
book, I decided to read it with
an open mind.
The Fault In Our Stars was
a very difficult book to get
through. Not because it was
boring — oh no, quite the
contrary. I found it difficult
because it was so heartbreaking. John Green created his
characters with such depth,
complexity and honesty that I
felt like I knew Hazel Lancaster
and Augustus Waters for many
years. It isn’t easy to write
about cancer, much less deal
with it personally, but John
Green gives a convincing account of how cancer marks
you. He doesn’t rationalize,
sentimentalize or romanticize the realities of cancer, but
rather touches you with the
story of two teens looking for a
forever within their numbered
days. Once you open the book,
I promise you will not be able
to think of much else.

To be an investigative journalist is to be constantly walking
on eggshells, making sure your
every step in holding those in
power to account does not lead
to your own career downfall.
When things get really discouraging, even your own colleagues may lose faith in your
quest for answers. In The Truth
Shows Up, Harvey Cashore,
then-producer for CBC’s the
fifth estate, documents his
own real-life political thriller
as he spent 15 years of his
career pursuing the story
of the involvements of former prime minister Brian
Mulroney and German businessman Karlheinz Schreiber
in the Airbus scandal. Some
reviews have hailed this book
as Canada’s own answer to
All The President’s Men. This
tell-all also doubles as candid
examinations into the innerworkings of our federal political system, business and even
large newsrooms at their most
troubling moments.
Truth is always the best defence, but sometimes along
the way it has to be on its
guard against barrages of

— Lauren Gilbart

political spin and “libel chill”
(threatening reporters into silence with lawsuits).
There is a lot more in this
book to take home than just
the dramatic events surrounding the Mulroney-Schreiber
affair you may be writing a
senior-level poli sci paper on.
Recommended reading for
communication and political
science majors.
— Shane Flug

3. Stranded At the DriveIn: From ‘The Breakfast
Club’ to ‘Twilight’:The
100 Best Teen Movies
By Garry Mulholland,
Orion Hardbacks
Garry Mulholland is a British
music critic whose first list
book This is Uncool: The 500
Greatest Singles Since Punk
and Disco compelled me to

GET
REAL
accountability

download every single one
of his entries onto my iTunes.
That’s the power of his writing: he makes you want to
experience everything he
enthuses about, to the point
where you start to think that,
yes, perhaps “Wannabe” by
the Spice Girls is a piece of genius. (Yes, I know, he includes
“Wannabe.”)

See BOOKS, pg. 16

.

_______________________________________

GET A FOUR-YEAR BUSINESS DEGREE FOR REAL SKILLS AND
REAL CAREER SUCCESS.
SAIT Polytechnic works directly with industry leaders to design
degrees that get results.
BAChELOR OF BUSINESS ADmINISTRATION (ACCOUNTING)
Classes start September, 2012
Apply today and answer the growing demand for baccalaureatelevel accounting professionals. Whether you’re just getting started
or already working in the industry, there’s a real degree in your
future at SAIT.

BUSINESS • TEChNOLOGY • TRADES

S2012-01-00XXX-SAIT - BBA Degree AD - Reflector.indd 1

Get Started at SAIT.CA
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BOOKS from pg. 15
Mulholland’s latest rundown, after two other books
on albums and rock films, focuses on the teen movie: basically, any film centered on
the experiences and point of
view of a teenager. So we get
everything from 1953’s The
Wild One to modern classics
such as Precious and The Social
Network, and everything in
between, including the best
of John Hughes’ gems from
the 1980s, the artsy likes of
If… and The Virgin Suicides,
and popular blockbusters like
Clueless and Twilight. Yes, I
know, he includes Twilight.
But even if you saw it and
almost vomited (like I did),
Mulholland makes you want
to watch it again, just to see
what he sees.
That’s a true writer in my
eyes.
— Sean-Paul Boynton

4. Bloodsucking Fiends:
A Love Story
By Christopher Moore,
Simon & Schuster
Bloodsucking Fiends is a supernatural comedy-romance
about a woman, Jody, who
unexpectedly becomes a
vampire. Unable to go out in
the day and needing a blood
source, she enlists Tommy,
a spectacularly average man
who works the nightshift at
Safeway. They, of course, fall
in love.
I hear what you’re saying:
“Another vampire romance?
Are you serious?”
This book hardly falls under the label of the increasing
number of teen romance vampire novels.
For one, it’s a genuinely
funny book in an intentional
way, rather than a “so-badit’s-good sort of way.” Comedy

Respect
Your Elders!

does not translate to literature
nearly often enough and legitimately funny novels are hard
to come by. This one is witty
throughout, without sacrificing a plotline (although the
plot can be a bit confusing at
times). It does have its serious
moments and some might find
some parts a bit gruesome, but
the emphasis is on the funny.
I’ve always had a lady boner
for character development and
this book does it in a realistic
way. Both of the main characters can be dicks, and Tommy
particularly does and says the
stupidest things. But, so do
people in real life.
The book is the first in a trilogy. I read the second book,
You Suck, before reading this
one (accidentally). I enjoyed
the second more, but this is a
good read, and it’s usually best
to start with the first book in
a series.
— Lindsay Douglas

5. Machine of Death
Various authors,
Self-published
For something a little different this reading break, you
might want to give Machine
of Death a shot. Based on an
Internet comic about dinosaurs, the book is a collection
of short stories about people
who know how they are going
to die. In each story lies the
machine, which takes a small
blood sample and returns a
small card with one’s cause of
death printed on it. It is never
wrong, despite being vague
and ambiguous more often
than not. Despite its fascinatingly morbid concept, the book
is one of the most intriguing
reads I’ve ever had. Constant
themes such as love, sex and
the pursuit of happiness come
up when each character is confronted with their death. They

were going to die this way anyway, but now they know, and
their life is forever altered by
it. With stories by authors all
over the world, Ryan North,
Matthew Bennardo and David
Malki edited all submissions
and took their favourite to
compile and self-publish one
of the most unique books in
recent history. After reading,
it does leave you wondering,
would you want to know how
you are going to die?
— Nathan Ross

BRENTWOOD VILLAGE
DENTAL CLINIC

Ask about our

FREE
whitening
promotion

DR. RONDA SALLOUM AND
DR. CHRIS ORR, DR. NIKOLA VRANJES, DR. W. ELSAGHIR, DR. AMIT PATEL
Seniors are the fastest growing
population in Canada. By 2026,
1 in 5 Canadians will be over 65!
Whether you’re a student in interior design, business,
communications or nursing, Mount Royal University’s
SAGE 2403, Aging-in-Place is for you.
This course, the first of its kind in Canada, covers
everything from design principles to the relationship
between the built environment and health.
Want to take this to the next level? For the first time,
a minor in Studies in Aging will be available Fall 2012.
Find out what this can mean for your future.

For more information, contact Marianne Rogerson
T: 403.440.6882

E: mrogerson@mtroyal.ca

mtroyal.ca

GENERAL DENTISTRY PRACTICE

Mount Royal students
enrolled in the SAMRU
health and dental plan are
covered at Brentwood
Village Dental Clinic
100%
70%
70%

Exams, first cleanings
and fillings
Root canals
Additional cleanings

We extract wisdom teeth
in our office

NO NEED TO PAY UP
FRONT FOR COVERED
SERVICES

We bill student’s
insurance directly
We directly bill most insurance
companies even if you’re not
covered by SAMRU’s student
insurance plan
Conveniently located in the
Brentwood Village Mall close to the Brentwood and University C-Train Stations

Monday - Friday 8 am - 9 pm Saturday 8 am - 6 pm

3630 Brentwood Road NW 403-210-5050
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Mental distractions
Crossword

Easy

Medium

ACROSS
1. Historic periods
5. Pick, with “for”
8. Bring in the sheaves
12. Unload, as stock
13. One way to swing
14. Isle of exile for Napoleon
15. Long story
16. Divine
18. Like farmland
20. Remnants
21. Be left with
23. Collapses inwards
27. “Blue” or “White” river
30. Luster
31. Deadly sins number
32. ___ list
33. Circumspect
35. Actor Banderas
37. Fabrication
39. Bandage
43. Blatant

45. Big Apple park
46. Desiccated
47. Help wanted abbr.
48. Sentry’s cry
49. Chalupa alternative
50. Board member (abbr.)
51. Puppy sounds
DOWN
1. Composition author
2. Stern
3. Pond organism
4. Hunk
5. Wound
6. Country club figure
7. Bakery offerings
8. Fee
9. Optional
10. Accomplished
11. Buds
17. Be off base
19. Pride member

22. Confine
24. Unit of conductance
25. Overly precise
26. Painter da Vinci
28. “Brokeback Mountain”
director
29. Petitions
31. Garbage hauler
33. Ducked
34. Female comrade
36. The first “T” of TNT
37. Checked item
38. Emanation
40. Far from ruddy
41. Spicy cuisine
42. Counseling, e.g.
44. ___ polloi

© Lovatts Publications Pty Ltd.

Word search

WHEN LIFE TAKES
YOUR BREATH AWAY,
WE GIVE IT BACK
SAIT Polytechnic’s School of Health and Public Safety offers specialized
training in Respiratory Therapy.
Respiratory Therapists work hands-on with physicians – assessing, diagnosing
and treating patients – providing critical services such as cardiopulmonary
resuscitation, ventilator management and a multitude of other advanced
respiratory therapies.
Successful students are caring, professional and have a strong background
in biology, chemistry, physics or kinesiology.
Start your career as a
respiratory therapist.

Current and
previous
solution
available at:
TheReflector.ca

SCHOOL OF HEALTH
AND PUBLIC SAFETY

For more inFormation
Search “reSpiratory
therapy” at Sait.ca
or call 403.210.4498.

APPLY TodAY

sait.ca

S2011-11-00764-SAIT-SoHPS-RespTherapy-MRU-4x6.5-JAN19-FEB16-MAR8.indd 1
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THE LISTINGS PAGE
FILM
FILM
THE PLAZA
(1133 Kensington Rd. N.W., 283-2222)
theplaza.ca
February 16 - March 8, 2012
Please call for screenings and times.
GLOBE
(617-8th Ave. S.W., 262-3308)
landmarkcinemas.ca
February 16 - March 8, 2012
Please call for screenings and times.

DANCE
U of C Dance Program: March 15-17,
Mainstage Dance; Apr. 2-3, Dance @ Noon;
Apr. 4-5, Dance @ Night. dance.ucalgary.ca.
University Theatre, U of C.
Decidedly Jazz Danceworks: Apr. 13-22,
Spontaneous Combustion. 403-245-3533.
decidedlyjazz.com. Theatre Junction Grand,
608 – 1 St. SW.
Corps Bara: March 29-31, ADucation. 403-6608093. corpsbara.com. Playhouse at the Vertigo
Theatre, 115 – 9 Ave. SE.
Alberta Ballet: March 29-31, Swan Lake;
May 3-5, Love Lies Bleeding. 403-297-8000.
albertaballet.com. Jubilee Auditorium, 1415 –
14 Ave. NW
Dancers’ Studio West: March 29-31,
Professional Presentation Series No. 2: Heaven,
Death and the Maiden; Apr. 6-7, Form Fusion;
May 4 – June 2, DSW Dance Lab and Creative
Process. 403-244-0950. dswlive.ca. Dancers’
Studio West Theatre, 2007 – 10 Ave. SW.

LITERARY
National Geographic Live Presents: Feb. 17,
Deep Ancestry with Spencer Wells; March 13,
A Camera, Two Kids, and a Camel with Annie
Griffiths; Apr. 25, Being There: On Expedition
with Mattias Klum. 403-294-9494. epcorcentre.
org. Jack Singer Concert Hall, Epcor Centre.
Calgary International Spoken Word
Festival: Apr. 1-22. 403-686-4292.
calgaryspokenwordfestival.com. Various
venues

Being successful includes
overcoming obstacles. If your
schedule is getting in the way
of completing your business
degree, don’t let it stop you.
Athabasca University’s Faculty
of Business has the courses
you need - online, without
the obstacles.
Success begins at
www.business.athabascau.ca.

Theatre, U of C.
Lunchbox Theatre: March 5-24, Fascinating
Ladies; Apr. 2-21, The Whimsy State; May
30 – June 2, Emerging Director Presentation;
June 4-23, Suncor Energy Stage One Festival.
403-265-4292. lunchboxtheatre.com. Lunchbox
Theatre, 115 – 9 Ave. SE.
Broadway Across Canada: March 2025, Blue Man Group. 403-297-8000.
broadwayacrosscanada.ca. Jubilee Auditorium,
1415 – 14 Ave. NW
Pegasus Performances: Feb. 24: ReCeption;
March 9 & 23 and Apr. 13 & 27: Building a
Better Death Trap; May 4 & 25 and June 8 &
22: Foul Play; July 20, Aug. 17, and Sept. 14 &
28, Cottage Country Carnage. 403-246-4811.
greatfun.ca. Deane House, 806 - 9 Ave. SE.
Mob Hit Productions: Until Feb. 18,
Neverwhere; May 30 – June 9, Broken; May
30 – June 9, Project Z; Ma 30 – June 9, I Don’t.
403-689-9966. thisisamobhit.com. Arrata Opera
Centre, 1315 – 7 St. SW.
Front Row Centre Players: May 25 – June
9, Gypsy. 403-263-0079. frontrowcentre.ca.
Pumphouse Theatres, 2140 Pumphouse Ave.
SW.

B&W

MUSIC

Beat Niq Jazz & Social Club: Feb. 17 & 18,
Jerrold Dubyk Quartet; Mar. 9 & 10, Ray Charles
Tribute Band. 403-263-1650. beatniq.com. 811
– 1 St. SW.
The Blues Can: Feb. 15, Bigfoot Rocketship;
Feb. 17 & 18, Donald Ray Johnson; Feb. 21, bill
Dowey Duo; Feb. 22, Eve Hell and The Razors;
Feb. 23, Cross Eyed Cat; Feb. 29, The Smokin’
45s. 403-262-2666. thebluescan.com. 1429 – 9
Ave. SE.
Ironwood Stage & Grill: Wednesdays: Open
Mic hosted by Tim Leacock & Kit Johnson;
Saturdays: 2-6: Blues Jam hosted by Don
Yuzwak; Last Sunday of Month: 2-5: Chicks
with Licks featuring Heather Blush and Trina
Nestibo; First Sunday of Month: Tom Phillips
and Friends. Jan. 19 & 20, Up On Cripple Creek
– Tribute to the Band; Jan. 21, John Bryant with
Jordan Ostrom; Jan. 26, Gordie Tentrees with
Fearing & White. 403-269-5581. ironwoodstage.
ca. 1229 - 9 Ave. SE.
BD&P World Music Series: March 5,
AfroCubism; apr. 3, Zakir Hussain and Masters
of Percussion; May 25, Drums United: World
of Rhythm. 403-299-8888. epcorcentre.org.
Epcor Centre, 201 – 8 Ave. SE.
Republik: Feb. 22, Bombay Bicycle Club. 403541-1100. therepublik.ca. 219 – 17 Ave. SW.
Calgary Philharmonic Orchestra: Feb. 17
& 18, Classical Vienna: Mozart & Beethoven
(Classics); Feb. 23, The Red Violin (Rush Hour);
Feb. 25, Jazz at the Symphony (Saturday
Morning at the Symphony); Feb. 25, American
Classics (Destinations). 403-571-0849. cpolive.com. Jack Singer Hall, Epcor Centre, 201
– 8 Ave. SE
Carma Acoustic Blues Series: Feb. 17, Rita
Chiarelli; Apr. 13, Bjorn Berge; May 11, Smokin’
Joe Kubek and Bnois King. 403-299-8888.
epcorcentre.org. Jack Singer Hall, Epcor
Centre, 201 – 8 Ave. SE.
The Union at the U of C: Apr. 7, Kasabian
with guests. 403-220-6551. su.ucalgary.ca/
macewanhall. MacEwan Hall or Ballroom, U
of C.

THEATRE
Morpheus Theatre: March 30 – Apr. 14:
Gilbert & Sullivan’s HMS Pinafore. 403-2160808. morpheustheatre.ca. Pumphouse
Theatres, 2140 Pumphouse Ave. SW.
Jubilations Dinner Theatre: Until Apr. 15,
Corner Gassed 2. 403-249-7799. jubilations.ca.
1002 – 37 St. SW.

AU BComm student Teang

Success.

Fire Exit Theatre: Feb. 24, A Faith & Film
Lecture with Jeffrey Overstreet. 403-640-4617.
fireexit.ca. Engineered Air Theatre, Epcor
Centre, 205 – 8 Ave. SE.
Ground Zero/Hit & Myth Productions: March
2-18, Race; May 4-19, A Steady Rain. 403-2213708. groundzerotheatre.ca. Studio Theatre,
Vertigo Theatre Centre, 115 – 9 Ave. SE.
Alberta Theatre Projects: Until March 4:
Enbridge playRites Festival of New Canadian
Plays; March 17 – Apr. 14: Mary’s Wedding; May
1-19, Playing with Fire: The Theo Fleury Story.
403-294-7402. atplive.com. Martha Cohen
Theatre, Epcor Centre, 205 – 8 Ave. SE.
Vertigo Mystery Theatre: Until Feb. 19: When
Girls Collide; March 17 – Apr. 15, Rope; May 5
– June 3, Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of
Fleet Street. 403-221-3708. vertigotheatre.com.
Vertigo Theatre Centre, 115 – 9 Ave. SE.
Theatre Calgary: Until Feb. 19, Enron; Feb.
28 – March 25, Shirley Valentine; Apr. 10 – May
6, Cats. 403-294-7440. theatrecalgary.com. Max
Bell Theatre, Epcor Centre, 205 – 8 Ave. SE.
U of C, Dept. of Drama: Until Feb. 25, Trojan
Women; March 27 – Apr. 7, Taking Flight.
403-210-7576. drama.ucalgary.ca. University

Sage Theatre: March 8-17, Fool for Love; June
7-9, IGNITE!. 403-263-0079. sagetheatre.com.
Pumphouse Theatres, 2140 Pumphouse Ave.
SW.
Stage West: Until Apr. 1, The 39 Steps; Apr.
5 – June 10, Summer in the City; June 14 – Aug.
19, The Marvelous Wonderettes. 403-243-6642.
stagewestcalgary.com. Stage West Theatre
Restaurant, 727 – 42 Ave. SE.
Loose Moose Theatre Company: Fridays &
Saturdays, Improvised Comedy. 403-265-5682.
loosemoose.com. Crossroads Market, 1235 – 26
Ave. SE.
Downstage: Until March 4, Good Fences
@ Big Secret Theatre, Epcor Centre for the
Performing Arts, 205 – 8 Ave. SE. 403-294-7459.
Downstage.ca.
Theatre Junction: Until Feb. 25, Attempts on
Her Life; March 14-17, Lucy Lost Her Heart;
March 30 – Apr. 1, L’Orchestre d’HommesOrchestres performs Tom Waits; May 2-5, We’re
Gonna Die. 403-205-2922. theatrejunction.
com. The Grand, 608 – 1 St. SW.
The Shakespeare Company: May 25 –
June 2, When That I Was… 403-852-2273.
shakespearecompany.com. Vertigo Studio
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Acres of Lions
Collections
Cordova Bay Records

Photo: courtesy of USO/Dave Gatley, Flickr

Toby Keith is from Oklahoma, is a middle child, didn’t attend post-secondary and worked in
the oil fields with his father.

Listening to the second album, Collections, by Victoriabased Acres of Lions, one
major thought keeps returning. While nothing is wrong
with this album, nothing is
really overly right. Taking
after other small Canadian
bands who have already
carved out a niche with a
similar sound (see: Said The

SANG TWANG

Little bit country

A constellation of country stars
Haleigh Packer
Contributor

In light of the upcoming country music award season in April,
and The Reflector has compiled
a list of notable names to give
those less familiar with the music genre a bit of time to become
acquainted with the stars.

Luke Bryan

Growing up in the small town
of Leesburg, GA., Bryan started
singing and playing country
music by the age of 14. He also
frequently helped his father with
the peanut and fertilizer businesses.
By age 16, he was invited to
join Nashville artists in writing sessions. Bryan felt playing
music was a way to his release
his stress and emotions. After
graduating from Georgia Southern University he signed a record
deal with Roger Murrah.
In 2010, Bryan won Top New
Solo Vocalist and Top New Artist
at the Academy of Country Music
Awards. He has produced three
albums, which all hit the top of
the charts throughout the U.S.
and Canada.
Bryan has had three No. 1 singles, which are “Rain is a Good
Thing,” “Someone Else is Calling You Baby,” and “I Don’t Want
This Night to End.”

Eric Church

Born in Granite Falls, NC.,
Church began writing music and
playing guitar by 13. After high
school, Church attended Appalachian State University, where he
acquired his marketing degree.
To pursue country music,

Church went to Nashville for six
months, where he received a job
at Sony/AVT Tree Publishing.
Soon after, he was introduced
to Jay Joyce and he was set-up
with a record deal with Capitol
Records.
Church has released three albums, with only one top chart
single, “Drink In My Hand.” In
2011, at the Academy of Country Music Awards, Church won
the Top New Solo Vocalist award.

Toby Keith

Growing up in Moore, OK., Keith
was the middle child with an older sister and a younger brother.
After high school graduation,
Keith did not persue post-secondary and instead, worked in
the Oklahoma oil fields with his
father.
He soon married Tricia Lucus,
who had a child named Shelley.
A few years later, Keith had three
children with Lucus, named Tricia, Krystal and Stelen.
Eventually the Oklahoma
oil industry collapsed, leaving
Keith and his wife with financial
issues. As a result, he signed on
with Mercury Records Nashville
to produce his self-titled debut
album, which contained the single “Should’ve Been a Cowboy.”
However, when James Stroud
left Mercury Records, Keith then
signed a contract with DreamWorks Nashville. Ever since,
Keith has produced 15 albums,
and has received 20 no. 1 singles.
In addition, he has won 12 country music awards.

Sara Evans

At four years old, Evans performed with her family band

while growing up in rural Missouri. After many years, she recorded her first album in Nashville as Sarah Evans & North
Santiam.
By 1992, as a married woman, she began opening up for
popular country artists such as
Tim McGraw and Willie Nelson.
Soon after Evans signed a record
deal with Pete Anderson (producer of Dwight Yoakam) she
created the album Three Chords
& the Truth.
With seven albums, Evans
has won eight country music
awards.

Miranda Lambert

Raised in Lindale, TX., Lambert
learned at a young age of her
love for country music, as her
father (Rick Lambert) was a
country guitarist.
By age 16, Lambert started
entering country talent contests
and various other competitions.
Lambert then learned to play
guitar and began writing her
own songs, and then she finally
starred in a potato chip advertisement.
A year later, she founded the
Texas Pride Band and began
playing professionally. With the
help of her father, Lambert released the album called Miranda
Lambert.
Appearing in the Nashville
Star competition in 2003, she
received third place where she
signed a record contract with
Sony. Since then, Lambert
has produced five albums and
won 17 various country music
awards.

John K. Samson
Provincial
Epitaph
Frontman John K. Samson
breaks from the folds of his
Winnipeg folk-rock band The
Weakerthans to produce this
nostalgic and intimate look at
growing up and surviving in
Canada with his new album.
Provincial is mostly filled
with the same upbeat and
twangy guitar sound that The
Weakerthans are known for

Willie Nelson and Wynton
Marsalis
Hear we go again:
celebrating the genius of
Ray Charles
EMI
Quick, name the one contemporary artist you’d expect to
release a tribute album to Ray
Charles. I would bet a lot of
you didn’t say Willie Nelson.
Yes, everyone’s favorite herb
smoker is back with Wynton
Marsalis in this album dedicated to the famous soul artist.

Whale, Yukon Blonde), Acres
of Lions seems to be timidly
following in their footsteps,
without taking any real risks
on the album. What comes
out is something that is
very fun to ba-ba-ba along
to, especially in their single
“Reaction,” and tracks that
seemed designed for three
weeks of radio play before
the next new song.
Frontman Jeffrey
Kalesnikoff never really
seems to put much aspiration
into his projects besides finding one or two catchy guitar
riffs and lyrics to follow
through with it. This is an unfortunately easily forgettable
album by a band who really
sounds as if they could have a
lot of fun with what they are
doing.
— Nathan Ross
in the recollections of their
Winnipeg roots, but Samson
paints a picture for his listeners that is much more intimate and mellowed out. The
sounds Samson creates in his
rather sombre tune “Grace
General” are born out of a
slow-string quartet framed
with the heart of a whining brass section. Samson’s
album combines cooler
and more frigid imagery of
the Canadian winter with
strong drum accords and
guitar licks. These give the
album an interesting blend
of strength and vulnerability.
At times the album recollects the same-old Canadian
stories that are brought
forth from The Rural Alberta
Advantage’s Departed.
— Therese Schultz

The album includes Nelson’s
folksy rendition of “Unchain
My Heart.” The timeless song
doesn’t receive an upgrade
by any means by ol’ Willie but
could appeal to folksier crowd
unfamiliar with the original.
(I hope being unfamiliar with
this song is impossible). The
album also makes liberal use
of the jazz trumpet, no doubt
as a further tribute to jazz
legend and friend of Charles’,
Miles Davis.
Jazz singer Norah Jones
helps out on several songs,
including a quirky, fun tribute
to “Makin’ Whoopee.” It made
me feet like I was making
Italian food in the ‘40s.
Overall, Nelson’s familiar vocal stylings are a new take on
Charles’ work and well worth
a listen.
— Todd Colin Vaughan
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I was pleased to see the “Thrift:A
3-pronged style solution” article
by Thomi Olson (The Reflector,
Jan. 19/12 issue).
Indeed, secondhand shopping is good for the wallet and
the environment. Please pass on
my kudos to her. And although
I thought Thomi did a nice job
of the aritlce, it begs a followup one, ie. one that looks at another level of thrifting, ie. the
many charity-based thrift shops
in Calgary (eg. Women In Need
Society, Bibles for Missions,
Goodwill, Salvation Army, MCC)
which support various local and
international causes.
As a decades-long thrifter
(here in Calgary and where ever
travels take me - on and off the
continent) frequenting charity thrift stores, garage sales,
church and community flea markets, a volunteer at a Women In
Need (WINS) thrift store and
the semi-annual Samaritan’s
Club rummage sale, I would be
pleased to introduce Thomi (or
another Reflector writer) to this
deeper level of the thrifting culture – where even more walletfriendly, fabulous finds (whether
ones’ taste runs from vintage to
contemporary) for clothing, accessories, household furnishings,
furniture can be found... and all
while benefiting those in need.

$
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NORTH from pg. 14
which only goes to further
highlight the well-intentioned
character that he is.
However, in an attempt
to convince Todd to leave
MacAskill so he can spend
the return trip to Montreal
making her his own, his plan
backfires. This leads to the
second half of the show, in
which Fleck is assigned to
trade at the Todd house in
the north with the Ojibwa
people. Undergoing a great
transformation, Fleck is befriended by brother and
sister Wanimakwa (Riley
Galarneau) and Kimodayan
(Robyn Ord) among many
other friends and foes who
keep popping in and out of
sight. Throughout the progressing story, it is Ord who
makes the most of her opportunities, both with her character and her performance.
For those who didn’t make
it out to see the show, they
can take comfort in knowing
that it may not be very long
before Man of the North is on
a stage again. With Fleming
and Theatre Calgary dramaturge Shari Wattling working
hard on this project, seeing it
performed off the page was
a very re-assuring sign that
this play works as a staged
work. It seems that a bit more
tweaking may be in order,
but thanks to the work done
in collaboration with Mount
Royal, this new Canadian play
may be making its official premiere in the near future.
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SMACKDOWN

Grappling with an affinity
for pro wrestling
WWE culture overshadowing athletic skill

Todd Colin Vaughan
Sports Editor

“STONE COLD! STONE COLD!
STONE COLD!”
I still remember Jim Ross, ring
announcer for the then World
Wresting Federation, screaming
into his microphone as wrestler
Steve Austin’s classic breaking
glass introduction blared from
the speakers of my set-top box.
Those were the days. Back
when the world’s premier wrestling association was indeed a
federation and not what’s presently known as World Wrestling
Entertainment (WWE). (In case
anyone forgot, the name change
came after the World Wildlife
Fund challenged the patent of
the acronym — damn panda
bears taking all the glory).
Eight-year-old me jumped
from couch to couch with my
best friends — wrestling while
our heroes did the same. When
people asked, I gladly told them
that I was a wrestling fan.
Things have changed.
Sixteen years later, I can no
longer jump from couch to couch
or speak openly of my fandom. I
hide that Monday Night Raw still
takes over my Monday nights instead of Monday Night Football.
Part of my childhood cannot
be disclosed and I’m pretty sure
it has something to do with the
WWE’s depiction of unnecessarily mature themes. The sport is
real, but the way they sell the
brand turns people off and forces
real fans into hiding.
Wrestling is a sport that requires years of training and dedication and is often misunderstood
because of the overt marketing of
the brand. It’s often painted in a
harsh light because of steroids
and inappropriate sexual content.
However, true wrestling fans,
however, are more interested in
the training and lifelong craft of
being an elite wrestling athlete.
The way the WWE sells its
brand turns the average person
away from the sport or makes
them miss the craft involved.
Firstly, wrestling is fake.
Period. But, let’s have a look at
the positive values being represented to wrestling fans while
still keeping the element of fiction firmly in mind. Also noting
that the violence represented appears comically fake.
Violence is an unacceptable
part of society, but the choreographed gymnastic violence
that takes place in professional
wrestling is simply an act of athleticism.
It is absolutely an athletic skill
to prevent performers from getting seriously hurt in the ring.

SPORTS EDITOR:
Todd Colin Vaughan
sportseditor@TheReflector.ca

So why then are wrestling fans
secretive of their passion? Why
would anyone hide what they
like? If someone is passionate
about something that isn’t hurting anyone else, they should be
proud to wear their Austin 3:16
shirt anywhere. After all, no one
points at the Tom Brady jerseys
wandering the hallways.
Both fans and non-fans alike are
responsible for creating these outsider cultures of the sports world.
Non-fans have an issue of understanding. Part of not liking
things is being uneducated about
them. In short, “I don’t understand that, so it’s stupid.”
To say that non-fans rejection
of wrestling is solely responsible
for the sport being marginalized
would, however, be incorrect.
The other half of the issue is
fans themselves. Wrestling fans
grew up with their sport. They
bought T-shirts and went to all
the hometown events.
Being a wrestling fan is a select club of sports fan in the
same way that being a football,
NASCAR, darts, poker or billiards fan is an exclusive club.
The acceptance of wrestling in
the greater sports world died
in the ‘80s after the fakeness
of wrestling was made widely
known and fans don’t seem eager
to get back in.
So should the greater sports
world become more accepting?
Or are niche markets inevitable?
Is it possible to reconcile Wayne
Gretzky with Hulk Hogan?
The answer lies in understanding that the key component of
any sport is athletic prowess.
Gretzky played an unscripted
sport that relies on gifted athletes performing super-human
feats. Hulk Hogan competed in
a scripted sport that also relies
on super-human action.
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NUMBERS

6:

Number of
games the New
York Knicks have won
in a row since adding
Jeremy Lin to their
starting lineup.

5:

Kobe Bryant’s
new spot on the
NBA’s all-time scoring
list after passing
Shaquille O’Neal.

Illustration: Jack Simpson; photo: The Reflector archives

Brady Roberts is carried on the back of Scotty “The Body”
during Prairie Wrestling Alliance’s Fruition wrestling card at
the Century Casino last February.

The distinction in this comparison is reality and people’s
perception of it. So regardless
on your own opinion of reality
in sport, the actions themselves
are no less amazing.
Indeed, there is no way to fake
scoring 50 goals in 39 games,
just like there is no real way to
fake jumping off of a 15-metre
cage onto concrete. The physical
toll is the same whether the ending is planned or not.
The example of WWE superstar Mick Foley furthers this
point. Foley’s physical gifts
weren’t those of a traditional athlete. He could, in fact, be labeled
obese.
However, Foley had one skill
that few people in this world

have: the unrelenting will to
block out pain while performing
at a high level.
This includes matches in Japan
where the ring was wrapped
in real barbed wire, set on fire
and covered with thumbtacks.
The blood and hits are real, the
athlete just knows they’re coming whereas the action goes unscripted in other sports.
To be clear, violence should
not be praised. The dedication
to sport and athletic competition
should be.
So whatever your perception
on reality in sport, remember
that athletic skill comes in many
forms.

4:

Number of key
passes dropped
at the Super Bowl by
New England Patriot
recievers.

20:

Number of
games in
a row the Detroit Red
Wings have won at
home.
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Quidditch makes
its way

TODD'S NODS

Harry Potter’s magical
game now a reality
Lauren Gilbart

FIGHT YOUR BEAR

Contributor

Athletes race from one end of
the field to the other with sweat
pouring down their faces. Sheer
determination reflects in their
eyes.
The crowd cheers wildly.
From an outsider’s perspective, it sounds like any other
sports game.
It’s not.
If one looks closer, they would
actually see university students
running around the fields
dressed in gold-coloured spandex with a dangling ping pong
ball secured on their hindquarters.
Most impor t antly, t hey
would notice these athletes are
equipped with a broomstick between their legs.
Oh, it’s Quidditch.
If you’ve paused right here,
wondering what the heck
Quidditch is, I shake my head at
you. This incredible flying sport
was invented by author J.K.
Rowling and was incorporated
into her series Harry Potter.
You’re probably incredulously
wondering how anyone can play
a flying sport in real life. In most
cases, your skepticism would be
spot on. However, in this case,
you’d be mistaking just how influential the fictitious world of
Harry Potter has been.
Quidditch isn’t just for diehard fans either. It’s played all
over the world, particularly in
high schools and universities.
Five years ago, the Quidditch
bug bit Calgary as well.
Josh Nadeau played on
the University of Calgary’s
Quidditch team until he recently
graduated.
Even though he is no longer officially on the team,
he remains ver y active in
the Quidditch community.
Currently, he is playing the
sport for fundraisers, teaching
Quidditch to those at The Boys
and Girls Clubs of Calgary, and
will soon be educating elementary students about this unique
sport.
“Media attention helped
bridge the gap between books
and sports,” Nadeau said.
“That’s where we come in. It’s
a really interesting game and it
gets people incorporating more
physical activity into their lives.”
Calgarian Mike Wark,a student at Carleton University but
originally from Calgary said he
joined his school’s Quidditch
team after moving east. His decision to join had nothing to do
with loyalty to Harry Potter.
“A lot of the decision to join
the Carleton team had to do

On Feb. 8, the New Orleans
Hornets basketball club featured a new announcer for
their starting lineups.
Former ABA basketball player Jackie Moon introduced the
players from the Hornets and
the visiting Chicago Bulls.
Unlike most announcers
though, Jackie had a lot more
to say then just each player’s
name, number and college.
Moon added his own editorial on each one of his players
including:
“From Italy and ironically
doesn’t like Italian food, Marco
Belinelli.”
Of course, Jackie Moon is a
fictional character dreamt up
by the former Saturday Night
Live star Will Ferrell, but the
seemingly innocent player announcements represent a welcome change to pro sports.
The beginning of a sports
game usually consists of a
semi-serious tone that is obviously designed to please
coaches and players. The problem with this formula is that
coaches and players don’t dish

out $150 dollars a ticket just
so they can watch a basketball
game from the 200th row of
the arena.
Rather than go through the
usual pre-game interviews of
“we need to compete and play
defense,” “we’ve been watching a lot of tape” or “we need
to win this one for our fans,”
maybe we should focus on the
fan experience.
An athlete’s compete level
will undoubtedly change from
game to game due the rigors
of the highly paid athlete’s life
— you know, like Super Bowl
parties and photo shoots with
super models.
The fans’ entertainment experience should remain consistently entertaining, especially
for young fans.
Thank you Will Ferrell for
adding value to a product
you’re not associated with.
Todd’s Nods is a reoccurring
column, which is open to suggestions. If you know a sports
story that's worth the nod
please tweet @toddcvaughan

How does it work?
The book version of Quidditch is actually similar to the “muggle” version (see: non-magical), but with a few distinct changes.
At the Quidditch World Cup players do not fly on broomsticks. (Yes, there really is an annual world cup.) The balls don’t
fly either. Players in the “muggle” version throw the balls at
each other instead.
In short, the game consists of two opposing teams of seven
players — three chasers, two beaters, one seeker and one
keeper.
Chasers score points by throwing a large ball called a quaffle
into one of the opposing team’s three hoops.
The keeper protects those hoops, much like a goalie.
The beaters try to take out the opposing players by throwing
bludgers (mid-sized balls) at the opposition in hopes of knocking them out of the game for a few minutes.
The seeker chases after the golden snitch (the person in gold
running around the field).
The seeker who catches the snitch ends the game.
with the very ridiculousness of
the sport and my fascination
over discovering a full contact,
co-ed sport combining elements
of rugby, dodgeball and tag all
in the same game,” Wark explained.
“As a former rugby player and
cross-country runner in high
school, Quidditch also intrigued
me for its athletic potential. I
wanted to see how this game
would function, given its obvious quirks. It didn’t disappoint,”
he added.
While the University of
Calgary has a Quidditch team,

the sport isn’t exclusive to university students. Anyone from
Calgary, no matter what age or
experience, is able to come out
to test their athleticism.
Alison Ar mitage, t he
Headmaster of the U of C
Quidditch club, says the best
way to find out more about
the league is to check out their
Facebook page: University of
Calgary Muggle Quidditch Club.
The team tries to play every
three weeks, but the cold temperatures of Calgary’s winters
sometimes makes it difficult to
have successful games.

Photos: Lauren Gilbart

The Quidditch World Cup takes place every year in New York,
NY.
Even though U of C hasn’t
been able to play at the
Quidditch World Cup, they
haven’t lost hope.
Wark and the rest of Carleton’s
Quidditch team had the opportunity to play in last November’s
annual Quidditch World Cup of
2011 in New York City.
Of course, seeing as Quidditch
is directly connected to Harry
Potter, Wark said that it’s been
difficult to explain to other students that Quidditch deserves
the chance to be viewed as a
real sport.
The University of Calgary and
Carleton University outraged

some people over the idea of
Quidditch being part of the university’s athletics departments.
Others, like Wark and Nadeau
loved the idea.
However, even skeptics can
fall in love with the fast-paced
game when they watch it live.
The atmosphere, the Snitch
(who, no matter what, always
seems to steal the show) and
the traditional sports fan and
Harry Potter fans alike make
this one incredible — one very
real — sport.
Now if only we could work on
the whole flying thing.
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LET’S GO COUGARS

The Cougars have their man
7-foot-2 Grigor Kartev to lead MRU to volleyball championship
Todd Colin Vaughan
Sports Editor

Grigor Kartev has come a long
way to get where he is.
The seven-foot-two Mount
Royal University volleyball middle came all the way from France
to guard the net for the Cougars.
Volleyball, however, was not
the reason Kartev chose MRU.
“In France I could play volleyball anywhere. I chose to come
to Mount Royal for my studies,”
Kartev said.
Kartev, who is currently in
open studies and planning to go
into a bachelor of arts, played in
Fort McMurray last year where
his coach put him in touch with
Cougars’ coach Shawn Sky.
“My coaches up north gave
me the chance to get in touch
with coach Sky,” he said. “They
helped me with that connection
and now I’m here.”
K ar tev, however, could
not play right away with the
Cougars. He was restricted to
practicing with the team because
of English language proficiency
requirements.
“Grigor is a very bright kid and
we felt that it would greatly benefit him to take an English course
at Mount Royal rather then write
a requirement test,” Sky said. “I
imagine many English-born students at this school would have
difficulty with that test.”
Kartev, however, managed to
stay busy in the fall and came in
ready for winter semester.
“I couldn’t start playing until
the winter semester, but I was expecting the wait so that made it
a bit better,” he said. “Practicing
with the team made it easy to
begin playing with them in the
winter.”
At seven-foot-two, you could
probably guess that Kartev is a
bit taller than the average Mount
Royal student.
“I’m used to all the looks, it
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doesn’t bother me at all,” he said.
His coach added that it’s hard
for people to ignore Kartev’s stature.
“Even when we’re walking
down the halls you can see people whispering. I bet 15 to 20
people come up to him and just
ask how tall he is, probably more
than that,” Sky said.
Finally part of the team, Kartev
has been excelling.
“He’s already statistically leading the league in blocks,” Sky
said “He as the ability to change
the game every time he is on the
court.”
With ACAC playoffs starting
Feb. 16, Kartev has high hopes
for his team.
“We have a great team. There’s
no way we shouldn’t be national
champs,” he said.
Sky noted that this was a bold
comment, but added that this
team is full of confidence and
has the ability to decide where
they will end up.
“It’s all about the walking
the walk,” he added.
Wit h all of MRU’s
teams transferring to the
Canadian Interuniversity
Sport (CIS) next year,
Kartev and his coach
bot h echoed t he
sentiment that a
national championship would be the
perfect way to end
their time in the
ACAC.
“What a perfect way to make
that transition,”
Sky said.
The coac h
added that CIS
is, however,
not until
next year
and that
the only
t hing on
their minds

STATS
blocks in 2 months
blocks/game

kills in one game

blocks in one game
aces in one game

right now is their first match
against NAIT.
“We’re only worrying about
the next game, next match,
next possession,” he
said. “National
championships
and the CIS can
all wait.”
Kartev added that they
beat NAIT
bot h times
they played
them, but
knew that the
OOKS would be
ready for them.
“It will be a big
game. They’re a
good team,” he said.

I bet 15 to 20
“
people come up to
him and just ask how
tall he is. Probably
more than that.

”

— Shawn Sky, men’s
volleyball coach
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More than money

Hockey agent Neil Sheehy talks
about putting players first

Derrick Newman
The Agents of Change

Neil Sheehy a Harvard graduate,
former NHL defenceman and a father to nine kids, is an NHL player
agent for some of hockey’s biggest
stars.
The Ont ar io bor n but
Minnesota bred Sheehy now focuses on helping current players
get the most out of their careers
and puts the players first in every
instance.
“You never do something for
the money,” he said. “If you do the
right thing, the money follows.”
He is an “Agent of Change,”
who’s not interested in poaching players from other agents.
Instead, he focuses on building
relationships and doing what’s
best for the player.
“Even when you get clients
there are always guys out there
trying to steal them,” he said.
“That’s probably the worst part
of it. They say it’s competition, I
say it’s unethical. The question
is ‘Do you want to play the same

game?’ And I’ve chosen not to operate like that.”
“What I do is recruit. I talk
about what I have to offer. I don’t
talk on the negatives of others.”
Sheehy has been an advocate
of change during his time as an
agent, making sure players get a
fair shake.
This was never more apparent
than when Sheehy, as previously
mentioned in The Reflector, along
with fellow agent Ritch Winter,
helped NHL players Trent Klatt,
Chris Chelios, and a slew of other
NHL players un-seated Ted Saskin
as executive director of the
NHLPA after Saskin was illegally
handed the position following the
resignation of Bob Goodenow.
Following the incident, Saskin,
who was caught hacking into
player emails, accused Sheehy
of wanting a position with the
NHLPA.
“We were vindicated in the
end,” Sheehy said. “At the end of
the day we wanted the right thing
for the players.
“It was the people doing the
wrong things that were trying to
paint us as villains. Who knows
where we would be right now if
we didn’t stand up.”
His honest approach was evident in the mid-1990s when he
recruited Sarnia Sting all-star Jon

Sim. As Sheehy says, he was really
high on Sim but no one else really was despite Sim scoring 112
goals in his first two seasons in
the Ontario Hockey League.
Sim was drafted by the Dallas
Stars in 1996 and the team
wanted to sign him immediately. Sheehy refused and insisted
that Sim would be better served
to spend another year in junior
hockey.
The move worked as Sim signed
the following year and received
$100,000 more than he would
of the previous season. Although
better news was on the way.
The next spring Sheehy flew to
Sim’s home in New Glasgow, NS,
to watch Sim parade the Stanley
Cup through his hometown. Sim’s
father Hugh Sim had some choice
words for Sheehy on that day.
“I don’t know what kind of
agent you are, but one thing I can
say is that I know that you care
about my kid and at the end of
the day that’s all that matters,”
Sheehy recalled Hugh Sim saying.
Derrick Newman’s feature on
hockey agents is part of ongoing series for The Reflector. Visit
theagentsofchange.com to read
more in-depth stories and to get
a closer look into the game of
hockey

COUGARS' HOME GAMES
Men’s hockey
Feb. 17 vs. SAIT 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 24-Mar. 25 ACAC Playoffs (Hosts TBD)

Women’s hockey
Feb. 18 vs. Grant MacEwan University, 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 23-Mar.18 ACAC playoffs

Basketball
Feb. 17 vs. SAIT women at 6 p.m. men at 8 p.m.
Feb. 23-Mar. 18 ACAC Playoffs (Hosts TBD)

Volleyball
Feb.16-26 ACAC playoffs

Badminton
MRU hosts the ACAC championships
Feb. 18 and 19
Mount Royal's Stanley Gym

never do something for
“theYoumoney.
If you do the right
thing, the money follows.”
— Neil Sheehy

